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Introduction

Environmental protection in Brazil is a source of mounting world-wide concern. It is a complex issue,
involving the preservation of unique ecosystems not only in Amazonia but also in representative areas
around the country. This includes native Indian tribes whose homes are often located in these areas
and the global warming trend which results in part from the reduction in the world's forest.

Brazil, as a developing country, has experienced rapid industrialisation, urban centre expansion, and
unplanned use of natural resources which have degraded the environment. This has brought public
criticism not only in Brazil but also abroad.

In its National Development plan (1986-1989), the Brazilian Government declared the environment
vitally important. Guide-lines were set forth for the First National Plan for the Environment.A National
Policy for the environment was created, but has not been put into practice. Most environmental agencies
were only created in the past decade and are just beginning to develop the strategy and political backing
necessary to implement an effective policy.

The promulgation of the new Constitution in October 1988 and the National Environment Policy
(PNMA) in 1981 brought into effect some of the world's most advanced environmental protection
legislation. However, in the face of economic difficulties and multiple political and institutional changes,
effective enforcement of environmental regulations is not yet satisfactory.

Tra ining of professionals to work in environmental affairs in Brazil is recent. The environmental training
process began in the 1980's, after the government established the above mentioned Policy. This policy
limited the use of environmental resources and created a series of laws, norms and regulations on air,
iva ter and soil pollution control, preservation of environmentally sensitive areas and environmental
management. This procedure created a dual demand in the new environmental labour market. The first
was from state organisations that have to co-ordinate and execute state environmental legislation. The
second was from the private firms and enterprises that have to adapt their production process to more
stringent norms.

The great demand for specialised professionals in the environmental field caused some difficulty in
designing a new environmental education and training system in the counny. Previously, training
activities were all structured for specific areas and problems. Today environmental training is multidis-
ciplinary including, for instance, engineering, economics, sociology, anthropologi4 geology, geography,
biolv; technology and other areas.

At the inception of the environmental education process in the country, there was a need to develop a
strategy to re-orientate the existing education and research system towards environmental issues. This
is currently being done by creating multidisciplinary environmental consciousness in primary and
secondary schools. including technical schools, universities and research institutions.

This process is being sponsored by the Government with universities and international organisations
such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), United Nations Development
Progra mme ( (.1 ND P

The main results oft/us co-operation have been the following:

'development of an epistemology regarding the main environmental problems in Brazil;

creation of environmental ( multidisciplinary ) cent-es in universities and research ccitres
in Brazil;

developnient of professional environment control training centres;

developnient of a critical environmental group of professionals with master and doctorate
degrees in universities and government agencies.



For this study, lack of time has made it impossible to survey more than the most economically developed

States in Brazil. However, it includes some very important environmental education and training

experiences in the Amazonian region, which involve several less developed states in the country

The Brazilian sta tes surveyed were Minas Gerais, Parana, Rio de Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul and Sao

Paulo including the Federal District ofBrasilia, in which several visits were made to institutions dealing

directly (or indirectly) with environmental concerns. These were mainly environmental agencies, federal

universities, state or federally-owned enterprises, research and scientific financing agencies, schools,

research centres and alternative initiatives such as non-governmental organisations (NGO's) and

private enterprises.

A general description of the activities developed by the above mentioned institutions including statistical

data, constraints in developingenvironmental education and training activities and concluding remarks

are stated in the coming chapters of this report.
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Abstract

Brazilian environmental education and training experience is recent hut has a concrete base of not only
generating awareness amongst all levels of the population but also aims to train people to protect, control
and manage the use of erwtronmental resources.

Several visits were made to organisations, enterprises and institutions from the Federalstate and
municipal governments, directly and indirectly, involved with envimnmental affairs. Contacts were also
made with non governmental organisations-NGO's and private environmental initiatives to analyse
and complare alternative paths in the Brazilian environmental education and training process.

This study is organised in seven chapters containing a description of activities developed by the above
mentiond organisations including illustrative schemes and drawings, statistical data and concluding
remarks.
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I. Environmental education and training at the
federal level

This chapter describes environmental educa-
tion and training activities developed by some
organisations working at the federal level.
These are mainly the Brazilian Institute for
Natural Resources and the Environment
(IBAMA), thc former Federal Environment
Agency (SEMA), thc Ministry of Education
(MEC) and sonic of thc National Environment
Council (CONAMA) resolutions.

Environmental education in municipal schools
is also mentioned in this chapter for a better
understanding of the federal, state and
municipal levels in the Brazilian education sys-
tem.

The evolution of environmental resources
management in Brazil led to thc introduction
of the National Environment Policy (PNMA),
through which the National Environmental
System (SISNIMA) was created. This system
comprises the following authorities and institu-
tions:

Hit !hest authority: The National En-
vironment Council ( CONAMA),
responsible for assisting the President
in the formulation of guidelines for
PNMA.

Central authority: The Brazilian In-
stitute for Environment and Renew-
able Natural Resources (IBAMA),
which is in charTe of promoting. con-
trollint; and evaluating the introduc-
tion of the PNMA.

Sectoral organisations: Organisations
or institutions directly or indirectly
connected to the Federal Public Ad-
ministration as well as foundations in-
stituted by public law associated with

the preservation of environmental
quality.

Sectional organisations: State or-
ganisations or institutions in charge of
carrying out programmes and projects
to control the environment. They are
also in charge of developing monitor-
ing activities and formulating State
regulations to maintain environmen-
tal quality.

Local organisations: Municipal en-
tities responsible for controlling the
environment.

Five years aftcr the National Environment
Policy had been implemented, a review of the
constraints in developing environmental
education programmes was possible. These
were mainly the low priority afforded by the
government to this sector, lack of coverage of
environmental education in the national
development process and lack of definition by
the government regarding the conception, im-
plementation, co-ordination and evaluation of
environmental education projects.

Until 1985 environmental education was not
considered a priority by the government be-
cause it was recognised as a confusing diverse
process. In some cases environmental educa-
tion was known as ecology. mainly at the
primary and secondary school levels. In other
cases it was known as social communication,
training or even community development. This
made it difficult to analyse and evaluate any
existing concrete results in the country.



A. CONAMA's resolutions

CONAMA has drafted some Resolutions to
strengthen the National Environmental Policy
and in 1983 the first Resolution on Environ-
mental Education came into force covering the
following points:

identification of opportunities to train
technical staff from environmental or-
ganisations;

promotion of national programmes
and projects on environmental educa-
tion;

promoting training events for ex-
change of experience and know-how
between State authorities and institu-
tions.

The Resolution also stated that State environ-
mental authorities and institutions should con-
sider the following points:

developing environmental education
projects;

developing environmental training
policies;

participatina in national environmen-
tal education plans and projects;

developing surveys to identify training
needs for the technical staff of en-
vironmental entities;

giving technical support to local -

municipal organs.

The SILENCE progranmie

In 1990 CONAMA passed Resolution No. 02
implementing the Silence Proi.:camme which
seeks to educate and train the population in
noise pollution control. This was done by
developing several technical courses on the
subject.

In order to promote the programme several
points were established. The first was to
develop training courses in all State environ-
mental organizations including certain rele-
vant municipalities; second, to disseminate
information through all manner of means of
communication; third, to incorporate noise
pollution in all secondary schools through a
national education programme; fourth, to
stimulate the industrial sector to produce
machines, motors and equipment with less
noise and vibrations; fifth, to develop conven-
tions and contracts with various organizations
and training institutions to execute the
Programme throughout the country and, last
but not least, to stimulate training programmes
within the armed forces.

B. Brazilian Institute for the
Environment and Natural Resources-

IBAMA

The Brazilian Institute for the Environment
and Natural Renewable Resources-IBAMA
was created in 1990 to execute the environ-
mental policy established by Law No. 8.028. It
is a recent fusion of four former organizations:
the Brazilian Institute for Forestry-IBDF, the
Fishery Development Organization SUDEPE,
the federal environment Agency-SEMA and
the Rubber Tappers Association.

IBAMA is currently undergoing a reorganisa-
tion to establish functional division com-
patible with it's new structure, policy and
power.

Courses developed by IBAMA

IBAMA has concentrated efforts in executing
a training policy not only for the oruniza lion

but also to strengthen the less technically
capable Statc Environment Organization in
the country. See Anncx 1(a) for details of cour-
ses carried out by IBAMA.

i 3
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External training activities

IBAMA has created a Human Resource
Development Division - DIDER, responsible
for formulating training policies for the institu-
tion. It is also responsible for identifying and
structuring training activities on the preserva-
tion, conservation, control and taxation of en-
vironmental resources.

DIDER provided 71 public courses directly (or
indirectly) related to environmental topics in
the period from January to August 1990. These
courses were offered by both national and in-
ternational private organizations.

IBAMA has 28 employees participating in
post-graduate (master and doctorate) courses
of which 13 are studying at national universities
and 15 at universities abroad in Canada, Ger-
many, Japan and thc United Kingdom.

Training perspectives

DIDER is planning to train around 1.200
people in the next three years, through 29 cour-
ses and nine seminars.

The identification of training needs has been
carried out by a systematic survey throughout
IBAMAs divisions. This survey helped estab-
lish priorities for certain environmental sub-
jects mentioned in Section (b) of Annex 1.

Environmental education affairs

IBAMA has an Environmental Education
Division-DIED that is developing a number of
activities such as training technicians in en-
vironmental management. supporting environ-
mental education programmes in thc formal
teaching system, supporting environmental
education schemes with local communities,
developing environmental education activities
regarding the PNMA and Indian communities-
PMACI.

IBAMA believes that environmental educa-
tion is not an isolated process and should be
established as a non-formal option in public
schools. It also considers the establishment of
environmental education as a necessary multi-
disciplinary subject adapted to the local Bra-
zilian situation. The main idea is to transfer the
positive experience gained in developed
regions to less developed Brazilian regions,
since they normally have less access to com-
munication and other facilities (eg. from the
southern part of the country to the Amazon
region).

Training developed (or supported by) DIED

Specialisation Course on Environ-
mental Education developed at the
Federal University of Mato Grosso -
UFMT
The course is described in Chapter VI
of this report.

Training Course on Environmental
Education
This course was specifically designed
for IBAMAs technical staff. It was
structured for a multidisciplinary
team of participants such as biologists,
engineers, veterinary surgeons, socio-
logists. psychologists and other areas.
Thirty five participants attended the
course, nine from IBAMAs head-
quarters in Brasilia and the rest from
each of the 27 State agencies IBAMA
has in Brazil. The duration of the
course was 80 hours/class, with the
main objective of providing par-
ticipants with environmental educa-
tion techniques to be applied in future
environmental projects designed by
IBAMA.

2nd Course on Environmental Educa-
tion and Training
This course was exclusively designed
for IBAMAs staff

First Training Course on Environ-
mental Education for NGO's



5th Specialisation Course on En-
vironmental Education

Training constraints

Regarding environmental training as a whole
the lack of financial resources has affected the
implementation of most of the training ac-
tivities planned by IBAMA for the future. For
instance the courses planned to be developed
in 1991 represent only one fifth of all training
activities initially proposed by the institution.

Difficulties identified regarding the implemen-
tation of environmental education program-
mes are mainly lack of integration between the
formal education system and the new environ-
mental education process. This happens mostly
at the college and primary and secondary
schools levels.

Environmental education, training and
reseerch at the ecological

stations

Before IBAMA was created in 1990, the
central authority for SISNAMA was the
Federal Environment Agency - SEMA which
had developed several environmental educa-
tion and training activities covering three basic
points:

Technical training: to train high level
technicians to participate in environ-
mental activities developed by SIS-
NAMA organizations.

Formal education: to implement en-
vironmental subjects into school cur-
ricula.

Community education: to implement
environmental information action
and stimulate local community par-
ticipation in environmental protec-
tion.

The ecoloaical stations programme was
created to protect representative natural en-
vironments in Brazil. These stations have in-
frastructures for accommodation and
laboratory research for national and interna-
tional university students and scientists.

The stations arc permanently preserved and
protected in order for students and researchers
to make comparative ecological-social studies

between the protected ecosystems and sur-
rounding, normally non-protected areas. They
arc also used as training laboratories for
graduate students.

In 1982 an environmental education
proaramme was launched by SEMA and the
Brazilian Teaching Movement to Read and
Write-MOBRAL, sponsored by the Mincstn, of
Education-MEC. This programme was located

4



beside some representative ecological stations
in the Amazon region. The main objective of
the programme was to create conditions for
effective participation of local communities in
the preservation and conservation of the en-
vironment.

The training materials used in this project were
mainly folders, posters, audio-visual and films
that 2 technicians from SEMA and 11 from
MOBRAL used on the project.

Tl'e project formed groups of people to co-or-
dinate other groups in environmental com-
munity activities . The groups were trained to
work with "environmental perception" techni-
ques in order to plan and orientate practical
action in the field.

It was also planned to transfer the experience
from the project to other representative
ecological stations.

1Brazilian
Constitution

Norms from the
National Education
Council

Ministry of Education-MEC

The new Brazilian Constitution] mentions new
directives for the education system. This has
directly influenced the Ministry of Education -
MEC, which co-ordinates implemention of the
National Education Policy.

MEC is supported by the National Education
Council, which is in charge of developing
norms and regulations for all levels of educa-
tion in the country.

At state level, the education secretaries, based
on the above mentioned policy, are the
authorities responsible for implementing
specific regulations for the state and municipal
education system as seen below:

Ministry
of

Education

FL. FL FL1
State Secretaries of Education

Environmental education in Brazil began in
thc 1970's hut in a very modest way. In l 979/80
the Ministry of Agriculture requested MEC to

develop an environmental education
programme for schools in the southern part of
the country due to growing environmental



problems (eg. soil erosion and desertification)
caused by poor agricultural practices. After the
request was made, MEC began to rethink the
existing school curriculum in which ecology
was the main environmental related subject.
The process of implementing environmental
education as a multidisciplinary subject in
schools had begun, but still took some time to
become what is now officially established by
the government.

What MEC considers as environmental
education

It is educational action designed to enhance
understanding of ecosystem dynamics, con-
sidering the effects (or consequences) of the
relationship between human beings and na-
ture.

MEC's basic aim is on the one hand, to prepare
people at all levels of education to interact
harmoniously with the environment and on the
other hand, to generate a critical view of their
role in exploiting environmental resources.

MEC's efforts are also to ensure that teachers,
students, technical and administrative sectors
in schools are interacting efficiently about en-
vironmental education. Teachers should pro-
vide the students with a multidisciplinary view
of the environment, integrating several sub-
jects.

Last but not least. MEC seeks to form future
citizens who are not only capable of living in
harmonv with the environment. but also of
developing action to improve it. For this reason
it has stimulated the development of program-
mes to enforce the relationship between
schools and the community in practical action
such as tree planting. waste recycling, and other
environmental activities.

Constraints in the environmental education
process

Although MEC has several objectives regard-
ing the development of general educational
programmes in the country there have been
some critical bottlenecks that should be con-
sidered. For instance, in the 60 years of MEC's
existence there have been 59 ministers, who
almost always had new plans and programmes
for the Brazilian education system. This has
also happened at the state and municipal levels
due to constant changes in the government.

The other point has been a refrain of many
educational programmes which have suffered
from lack of financial resources due to the
economic difficulties faced by the government
in recent years. Many good educational
programmes have been halted due to other
priorities established by the government.

The implementation of MEC's environmental
education strategies at the state and municipal
levels has to be done smoothly and gradually
otherwise there is normally a rejection from
education secretaries on ministry's "packages".

MEC's aims for the next years

MEC's basic aims for environmental education
are the following:

reach all primary and secondary
school students by 1994

support and stimulate research on en-
vironmental education methodo-
logies

support the development of post-
uaduate courses on environmental
education



Our nature programme

This programme is proposed for the Amazon
region involving 11 states: Arnapd, Acre,
Amazonas, Maranhao, Mato Grosso, Mato
Grosso do Sul, Pará, Rondonia, Roraima and
Tocantins. It was designed to last 12 years,
which corresponds to the time taken for a stu-
dent to begin in the primary school and end at
a university.

The programme is headed by MEC and is sup-
ported by several other organizations such as
the Brazilian Institute for Natural Resources
and Environment-IBAMA, National Tele-
vision Foundation-FUNTEVE and the Bra-
zilian Radio Network-RADIOBRAS.

The main thrust of the project is to focus on
solutions to environmental and social problems
in the Amazon. The programme was sub-
divided in 7 sub-projects: 1. forest cover, 2.
mining, 3. legislation, 4. environmental educa-
tion, 5. infrastructure, 6. indigenous groups and

7. local population. These sub-programmes
will be developed at the primary and secondary
school levels as well as at universities by sup-
porting the development of post-graduate
courses in environmental education.

Environmental education at the municipal
level

The Ministry of Education is responsible for
establishing the (general) minimum cur-
riculum for municipal and private schools. The
State Education Council then elaborates an
adapted version, according to the social and
economic situation of the state. However, at
the municipal level, education secretaries have
two options. They may develop a scholarship
curriculum for municipal schools, based on that
developed by the state secretary or simply im-
plement the state curriculum with no changes.
The institutional framework for the education-
al system is seen below:

State Education
Council

Municipal
Education
Secretary

[ti
Municipal Schools

Afunicipal educ.:tion secretary of Petropolis

The Municipal Education Secretary of
Petrópolis (a town located 50 km from Rio de
Janeiro with around 80,000 inhabitants), im-
plemented Law no. 4.258 in 1984 establishing
ecology as an obligatory subject in the 5th and

7th grades of the municipal school network.
Thc schools arc give one class a week cor-
responding to 72 hours per year, for both urban
and rural schools.

Besides ecology classes the schools not only
promote special events during the environ-



ment week (specially on the 5th ofJune: Inter-
national Environment Day), but also the whole
year long. For instance some of the environ-
mental events developed by schools are tree
planting activites on the Tree Day, develop-
ment of a medicinal plant project, a waste recy-
cling project, science fair, celebration of the
Indian day, organic fertilizers for plants and
other events.

There are also specially developed program-
mes for the rural areas such as setting up
vegetable gardens with the participation and
help from farmers and parents.

Transference of practical ideas from one school
to another has been developed through stu-
dent visits and the participation of school
teachers in training events to learn new en-
vironmental techniques (eg. application of
natural fertilizers in school gardens).

Case study from Parand State

The government of Parang decided to become
an ecological state. For this and other reasons
a very interesting environmental education
project was developed in some municipal
primary and secondary schools.

The project was developed in three stages. In
the first the students developed several
vegetable gardens and landscape design
projects inside and around the school area with
the help of the science teachers.

The second stage consisted in developing these
gardens into public parks. Based on the ex-
perience gained in the second stage, the stu-
dents were able to develop reforestation and
landscape gardening of &gradated river bed
arcas, as seen in the scheme below:

river beds

know how

Municipal council (if iTaial do Cabo

The representative of the Brazilian Green
Party-PV from the Municipal Council of Ar-
raial do Cabo ( a small town also located in the
State of Rio de Janeiro ). developed Law num-
ber 056-90 of 1904140. implementing the in-

!usion of environmental education in all

municipal schools.

The law established that the municipal school
network should implement environmental
education into all environmentally related sub-



jects such as geography, health, science and
others.

The Law has not yet been implemented due to
lack of human and financial resources and
materials (eg. special books, folders, posters
and other materials) on environmental educa-
tion. But some schools such as the Primary
Integral Teaching Centre-CIEP have been im-
provising environmental education activities in
science classes and out-door environmental ac-
tivities.

Case study from Rio Grande do Sul State

As of April 1991 several municipal school stu-
dents from Porto Alegre city (capital of the
State), started to learn how to develop biologi-
cal vegetable gardens, raise domestic animals
with natural food and separate domestic waste
for compost and materials recycling for in-
dustry.

The project was orQanised by the Environment
State Secretariat-SMAM especially for
primary school students. It also includes
ecological walks and participation in conferen-
ces on air, water and soil pollution in the state.

C. Conclusions

Environmental education in Brazil is
quite recent. Until 1985 it was not a
priority because it was considered too
diverse and confusina. The new
Brazilian Constitution of 198$ stated
that "environmental education should
be promoted in all levels of education
and public awareness in order to
preserve the environment". Today the
picture is different, several environ-
mental education programmes and
projects have been developed by the
federal. state and municipal govern-
ments. including activities imple-
mented by NGO's.

CONAMA has implemented resolu-
tions for developing environmental
education and training activities for
SISNAMA such as the Silence pro-
gramme on noise pollution control
which established training courses for
all state environmental organizations
including the armed forces.

IBAMA is a recent fusion of four
former governmental organizations:
SEMA, IBDF, SUDEPE and the
Rubber Tappers Association, there-
fore it is still in the process of plan-
ning, administrating and organizing
it's new structure.

IBAMA has created an environmen-
tal education division which has
developed several training courses to
train and inform people about en-
vironmental education methodolo-
des and techniques. As an exception
to Brazilian governmental decisions,
it has continued to carry out training
programmes formerly developed by
SEMA.

According to IBAMA, the main dif-
ficulty in setting up environmental
education schemes in schools has
been a tack of integration between the
formal education system and the new
environmental education process.

MEC affirms that the environmental
education process in Brazil began in
the last decade and is now being im-
plemented at all levels of education.
Environmental education in schools
represents the initial steps in awaken-
ing children's consciousness to en-
vironmental issues and Reneratina
interest for future occupations. The
environmental education process has
been working best with students from
6 to 12 years 6:d. After that they are
normally more interested in other
things and less in the school.

Another critical point has been a lack
of financial resources to carry on
several environmental education



programmes, but once they have
financial support the next step has
been normally to convince the educa-
tion secretaries and councils to intro-
duce these programmes at the state
level. There have been rejections
from the states which consider the
training "packages" unsuitable for
their particular situation.

Although there have been major con-
straints, as mentioned above, in

developing environmental education
activities in the country, they have not
restrained MEC from setting basic
aims for the future. These aims mainly
provide environmental education for
all primary and secondary schools in
the country by 1994, doing research

into new environmental education
methodologies and developing post-
graduate courses on the subject.

Many municipal schools have been
implementing several environmental
education events and creating innova-
tive solutions to overcome low finan-
cial support from the government. For
instance by developing practical en-
vironmental out-door classes, trans-
fering practical ideas from one school
to another in the same municipality,
using practical knowledge from rural
people such as farmers to develop
vegetable gardens with natural fer-
tilizers and even developing refores-
tation of degraded river bank areas.



II. State environmental secretariats and
organisations

Every state in -;I has an environmental or-
ganisation. in '4 or co-ordinating body in
chare of ca'ing out programmes and
projects to control the environment. They are
also in charge of developing monitoring ac-
tivities and formulating state regulations in
order to maintain the quality of the environ-
ment.

This chapter describes the environmental
education and training innovations in several
state environmental secretariats and organiza-
tions namely, the State Environment
Secretariat-SMA and thc Company for Tech-
nological Development and Pollution Control-
CETESB of Sao Paulo, the State
Environmental Engineering Foundation-
FEEMA, the State Forest Institute Founda-
tion-IEF, the Foundation for Public parks and
Gardens and the Forest Police of Rio dc
Janeiro. thc Secretariat for Urban Develop .
ment and the Environment-SEDU and the Su-
perintendence of Water Resources and the

Environment-SUREHMA of Paraná, the
State Environment Secretariat-SMMA and
the State Environment Foundation-FEAM of
Minas Gerais, the State Environment Protec-
tion Foundation-FEPAM of Rio Grande do
Sul and the Environmental Science and Tech-
nology Secretariat-SEMANTEC of Brasflia.

A. State Environment Secretariat -
SIVIA of Sao Paulo State

A population of 21 million inhabitants is

forecast for greater Sao Paulo by the year 2000.
The capital is currently 5th in the world in terms
of population. Sao Paulo produces around 50
per cent of Brazil's gross domestic product-
GDP. The state has around 100,000 factories,
half of them located in greater Sao Paulo. It has
23 industrial complexes alone amounting to
110 plants.

Most of the Atlantic rain forest is also located
in the Statc of Sao Paulo along the "Serra do
Mar" Mountain Range. a stretch that reaches
400 km. The estuary on the southern coast is a
very rich region to he presct-ved mainly because
of the mangrove areas. SMA was founded in
1986 and fully restructured in March 1987. It
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has a staff of 5,000 employees of which 60 per
cent arc based in thc capital.

The secretariat is has four departments, name-
ly:



Preservation of parks and natural
areas

environmental education

environmental planning

environmental research and com-
puter information

The basic aims of SMA are to recover and
protect 12.500 km2 of original forest, 400 km
of coastline, 1,3 million hectares of officially
preserved areas: to maintain 84 public preser-
vation units and to control pollution in rivers
and lakes, urban air pollution, urban noise im-
pact and zarbage problems in the state.

The secretary is now developing the following
activities:

final staQe of controlling pollution in
Cubatao

transfer of dwellers on the dangerous
slopes of "Serra do Mar" Mountain
Range

air borne seeding of affected slopes of
"Serra do Mar"

the refinement of impact studies
analysis and evaluation

orientation of final disposal of in-
dustrial earbaze

norms and control of vehicle pollution

creating Cam pinas city new ecological
park and eco-museum

Environmental education activities

The following activities are heing developed by
the cnvironmenrd education department-
CEAM.

Inter-institutional Commission on Environ-
mental and University Education-CIMAEU

The basic aim of CIMAEU is to integrate most
teaching institutions and universities in Sao
Paulo in order to introduce environmental con-
cerns into their policies.

The basic attributes of the Commission are:

To analyse and study the relationship
between the environmental question
and the university education system.

To develop the first steps in creating
associations and scientific entities to
work and link environmental educa-
tion into university education.

Environmental education forum

The Forum was developed in 1989 with several
organizations directly and indirectly related to
the environment in order to discuss the role of
environmental education in the state of Sao
Paulo.

There were 370 participants ranging from
NGO's to university students, including stu-
dents and professors of several teaching in-
stitutions in which 32 papers were presented
on the following topics:

Environmental education in natural
protected areas to generate environ-
mental consciousness.

Global co-operation in the class room
for a better world.

Course for school teachers : Analysis
of thc environmental conditions in
the eastern part of Sao Paulo state,
with a river basin as a reference.

Environmental education based on
student perception and teacher's
orientation.

EnIlronmental education programme for
priman. and secondan school teachers



This programme was developed in two areas.
The first was called "Vale do Ribeira", an in-
dustrial region in Sao Paulo, in which practical
information On environmental education was
provided for municipal school teachers.

The second was a series of environmental cour-
ses given at a well known tourist island named
"Ilha do Cardoso", mainly due to existing en-
vironmental degradation problems.

Emironmental education in the conservation
units

This programme was developed at some of the
most representative conservation areas of Sao
Paulo such as ecological stations, natural parks
and protection areas. The basic aim of the
programme was to provide visitors to these
areas with environmental information.

Science train station

This project was developed with support from
the University of Sao Paulo-USP and National
Scicntific and Technological Council-CNPq.

The physical infrastructure of thc project is an
old recovered train station. It was designed to
provide all sorts of environmental entertain-

ment such as games, small models, simulation
structures for school children to have direct
contact with environmental activities.

The station also has a small theatre with three
environmental plays: "wastes", "animals" and
"good and bad technologies".

The station receives around 1,000 students per
day, and in 1990 around 100,000 people (stu-
dents and the general public) visited it.

Environmental toys

This project was formulated to stimulate toy
factories to develop environmentally friendly,
educational toys for children ranging from 4 to
8 years old. When a toy is created the factory
has to submit it for an official approval tag
provided by SMA . If the toy is not approved it
cannot be sold as an environmental toy.

Cubatao project

Cuba tao is a small town located in an industrial
arca in the coastal area of Sao Paulo. It has
severe problems such as unemployment, lack
of housing, basic sanitation including watcr, air
and soil pollution.. It was known in the past as
death valley because of it's high pollution rates.

But after many enviromental campaigns
developed by the government of Sao Paulo. the
pollution rates have decreased considerably.

This project was launched in 1983 to organize
local community groups to work on environ-
mental activities against pollution in Cubatao.



The project gathered not only the locals but
also trade unions, the church and women's
groups which participated in the process of
disseminating special environmental education
folders.

They also discussed the role of the community
as being environmental "watch dogs", to tax and

denounce environmental problems in the

region.

The day the city of Sao Paulo STOPPED !

In 1988 a campaign to reduce the air pollution
in the city of Sao Paulo was launched with the
basic aim of halting the circulation of cars (es-
timated at 250 thousand per day) for a whole

day on an estimated date.

The idea was born because of thc severe air
pollution rates in the city (one of the highest in

the world) , due to car circulation and industrial

pollution.

Thc campaign began six months before thc
established date. During this period a massive
environmental education process was devel-
oped with the population, estimated at 17 mil-

lion inhabitants. All means of communication
were used in the process, including the
development of several environmental events
such as seminars, exhibitions, lectures and fairs.

The campaign was considered successful not
only because on the designated day only

around 250 (one per cent ) cars were seen cir-

culating in the city . but also because the air

pollution rates decreased dramatically.

Seminar on entironmental impact
assessment-ElA in South America

This event was organized by SMA-co-ordina-
lion of environmental planning in order to dis-

cuss general aspects about EIA in several south

American countries: Argentina.Bolivia. Brazil.

Chile. Colombia. Ecuador. Guyana. French

Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Uruguay
and Venezuela. The event also included people
representing NGO's, consultant firms, interna-
tional agencies and environmental tech-

nicians/specialists.

The objectives of the seminar were to:

stimulate the development of en-
vironmental impact Studies-EIS in
South American countries

establish common thinking and norms
of EIA and EIS practice in South
America

create a regional association of EIA
professionals

establish integrated environmental
planning policies

B. Company for technological
development and pollution

control-CETESB

CETESB was created in 1968 and is currently
a centre of environment technology and sanita-
tion not only working for thc Statc of Sao Paulo
hut also for many other Brazilian states as well

as other Latin American countries.

It has 2,307 employees with either university or

medium (technician) level degrees.

The activities developed by CETESB con-
tribute to improving the quality of life of
around 30 million inhabitants in Sao Paulo.

The company has a Training and Technology
Transfer Division in charge of organizing,

promoting and co-ordinating environmental
courses and events such as seminars, lectures.
workshops, conferences. fairs and exhibitions.
These events are developed both for it's inter-

nal staff and external organizations such as
other Brazilian state environmental agencies,

governmental authorities and institutions.

private enterprises. industry, engineering
firms. schools and universities.
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Training statistics

In terms of training activities, CETESB has the
best system in the country. From 1987 to 1989,
18,000 people were trained in a wide variety of
courses. These courses are normally divided in
two types. The first are open courses for several
clients (eg. industries, environmental organiza-
tions, universities and others). The second are

closed courses with specific content, specially
designed for enterprises.

The open courses are sub-divided into four
specific sectors: water, air, soil and special
areas.

The table below shows the number of courses
developed from 1987 to 1990 in each of the
above mentioned sectors.

Year Water Air Soil Special Courses Total

1987 357 161 54 230 802

1988 406 183 93 466 .1,148 :

1989 559 203 673 47 1,176

1990 613 77 65 316 1,071

Total 1935 624 279 1,359 4,197

Around 25 per cent of the courses organised by
CETESB are for industry. The number of
people from the industrial sector trained by the
company in the period from 1987 to 1990 was

The clients trained by CETESB from 1987 to
1990 arc the following:

1,145.

industry 1,145

engineerinu firms 95

public organisations:
sanitation firms 341
environment agencies
municipalities

158

others 370

research study institutions 275

international organisations 45

others 1.8-)6

CETESB 1,371

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Distance training

The company also has a long distance training
programme in thc following areas:

Water quality recuperation

Sewer collection and transportation
sN.stem

Installation of sewer pumping system

Ecology and Environmental Impact
rk.ssessment-EIA

This programme began in 1987 and has trained
730 people in Brazil. There have also been
seven participants from other Latin American
countries.

Training events in 1990

In 1990 CETESB initiated a computerized in-

formation system to provide around 8,800

people with environmental information. It also
continued developing a programme called the
Youth Programme at the Centre for Work In-
itiation-CIT This centre has already trained 90
students who are now working in several of
CETESB's divisions. Another 30 students are
now being trained by the centre.

In 1990 the company undertook 1,654 audio-
visual schemes and environmental visual
programmes and developed 754 training ac-
tivities on technology transfer for 57,757
people. These activities were mainly courses,
workshops, seminars, conferences, lecturesr
and exhibitions.

The participants are from private enterprise,
public organizations, NGO's ( non governmen-
tal organizations), universities and media as-
sociations.

The table below gives a general idea of all
training activities undertaken:

Courses

Open
Closed

Specialised Practical Training

Open
Closed
Distance Trainina Seminars,
Workshops. Lectures
Environmental Exhibitions in
Schools
Environmental Fairs

Student Visits

Individual Assistance
Schools

No. of Activities Participants

51 1,071

33 691

13 49
33 50

3,615

43 16,614
10 30,480

483 483

38 958

731 54,142
gra COPY



Recycling courses

Many courses offered by CETESB are
repeated every year because of the great num-
ber of people waiting to be trained in specific
topics. For instance, the most popular courses
are water treatment and pollution control and
other courses such as industrial ventilation and
economic engineering are given twice a year
due to the high demand.

CETESB's philosophy is to update previous
training courses providing additional informa-
tion and improving training methods. The up-
dated courses are normally adapted to requests

from and the needs of clients of the company
(eg. industries and engineering firms).
CETESB also develops evaluation reports for
each course given, whilst providing the means
for improving the company's training services.

Duration of training courses

The training courses and special practical train-
ing-TPE offered by CETESB range from 20 to
80 hours/class. The relation between the dura-
tion of the activity and the level of the course
is given below:

Level of efraining

Course

University

Medium

20h 24h 32h

8 7

4

36h. 4011

40

21

A list of training courses is given in Annex 2

Environmental chart

Thc environmental chart of Cubatao and sur-
rounding areas was finalized in 1985. The
project was executed by CETESB with finan-
cial support from the Department of Water and
Electric EnerEy-DAEE. the International
Maritime OrQanization-IMO and the Pan-
American Health Organization-PAHO. The
methodolotzy utilized to develop the chart was
an adapted version developed by Professor
André Journaux from the university of Caen.
France.The project involved training activities
and orientation provided by Professor Jour-
naux.

Forty six people were trained by the project: 9
graduate students, 10 executors of the project.
2 technical co-ordinators. 2 supervisors. 14
technicians. 2 consultants and 7 administrative
staff.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ent'ironmental education
activities developed by CETESB

The department of events of CETESB has
developed the following environmental educa-
tion activities as seen below:

Lectures and conferences on sanita-
tion, urban wastes, water supply and
waste recycling for the local popula-
tion in strategic municipalities in the
state of Sao Paulo.

Environmental education and train-
ing given at three basic levels: for
children through local environmental
events (eg. science fairs), for adults:
(et!. environmental awareness ac-
tivities) and university students.

Environmental education for the
coastal zone : This activity was

developed to generate environmental
awareness of the existing environ-
mental problems in the coastal zone



of Sao Paulo. Participants in the
course are mainly from the municipal
environmental councils-CODEMAS

including the participation of local
people.
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Project I: Environmental exhibitions in

schools: The main objective of this project is
to introduce environmental activities such as
air, soil and water pollution control in primary
and secondary schools. The exhibitions arc set
up with photoEraphs, panels, video, lectures
and distribution of folders and other written
information.

The idea of taking the exhibition to schools was
mainly because the majority of schools cannot

cover the cost of taking students to CETESB
headquarters located in Sao Paulo city.

C. State Environmental Engineering
Foundation - FEEMA

The State Environmental Seeretariat-SEMAN
of Rio de Janciro is composed of three organs:
FEEMA, the State Forest Institute Founda-
tion - IEF Lnd the Secretariat for Rivers and
Lakes-SERLA as seen in the scheme below:

SEMAN

FEEMA IEF

SEMAN is responsible for eo-ordinatmg and
implementing state I,iws on the environment
and norms with support irom the above men-
tioned executi\ e orgunizw,i,,ns.

SERLA

FEEMA is an executive arm of the state en-
vironment policy authority which aims to con-
trol the environment, plan the utilization of
natural resources and enhance social and
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economic development. in harmony with the
quality of life of the population.

In terms of environmental training, FEEMA
has been developing various activities in the
past five years. It is considered the second most
structured environmental state organization in
Brazil.

In 1990 there were 900 people trained through
30 courses and tcn special training events such
as conferences, scminars and meetings.
FEEMA has also developed professional train-
ing activities specially organized for enterprises
as well as the general public.

In general, participants in the training events
consist mainly of university students, school
pupils, medium level technicians, workers,
employees from engineering firms and in some
cases decision makers.

How are training courses
identified?

FEEMA has an environmental education and
training co-ordination unit which is in charge
of identifying, structuring and organizing train-
ing events. The co-ordination also analyses
feed-back given on previous courses and for-
mulates new training strategies.

Thc identification of training needs is done
previously by surveying each of thc specialized
divisions in thc institution ( eg. water pollution
control, environmental impact assessment-
EIA. air pollution control and others).

The information from the survey is normally
analysed as to the Hlowing points: (1 ) the most
important environmental problems that occur
in Rio de Janeiro State. (2 ) training demand on
specific topics. (3 ) number of participants in
specific training courses and (4) feed-hack in-
formation on professional performance of
employees after training.

An example was a course given on environ-
mental impact assessment EI.A for enoineer-

ing firms in Rio de Janeiro. The basic objective
of the course was to improve the development
of environmental impact statements-E1S ex-
ecuted by these firms, with regard to the EIA
State Legislation. This resulted in better EIS's
being developed by the firms after the training
course.

Each year FEEMA implements a new training
programme adjusted to the training pro-
gramme developed the year before. But al-
though the number of courses is relatively high
(around 30 each year) thcy are still not suffi-
cient to meet demand or solve environmental
problems in the State (eg. water pollution due
to industrial activities and household wastes,
air pollution due to industrial activities and car
traffic, deforestation, soil erosion and degrada-
tion of water sources due to use of pesticides).

Training activities developed in 1990

.FEEMA has been developing two types of
training courses. The first was designed for
mcdium (technician) level studcnts including
students without primary schooling in order to
train workers for the environmental labour
market. The second type was designed mainly
for people with a university degree.

In 1990 1-.LEMA developed 22 courses, eight
for the first group and 14 for the second group.
Sec Annex 3 for details of the courses.

Environmental education events

FEEMA has been developirT several environ-
mental education events in which a large num-
ber of people have participated ranging from
town mayors to local people. The most impor-
tant events organised by FEEMA arc the fol-
lowing:

Fifth Municipal Conference on the
Environment

First Environmental Education meet-
inn



Seminar on Black Smoke and Human
Health

Meeting on the Participation of the
State Municipalities in the Environ-
mental Question

First Seminar on FEEMAs Control,
Disinfection and Rat Extermination
Techniques for Specialised Firms

First Environment State Conference

Seminar on the Recuperation of thc
Environmental Quality of Paraiba do
Sul River Basin

Regional Meeting on Environmental
Education and the project Environ-
ment Agents-AMA

Environmental agents

This project has the basic objective of training
school teachers in 24 municipalities of Rio de
Janeiro. The training activities rangc from con-
ferences and seminars to ecological walks
mainly in environmentally sensitive areas (eg.
natural parks, protected forests and man-
uoves

The environmental subjects treated arc

adapted proportionally to the particular
problems existing in each municipality. For in-
stance in the coastal areas they are oriented
towards water pollution, beach degradation.
degradation of sand dunes. illegal occupation
of coastal areas and other topics. In the moun-
tain region thc subjects treated are mainly
deforestation, soil erosion. w aste disposal.
household wastes and sanitation problems.
The project has developed educational ac-
tivities in more than 30 municipalities.

Seminar on the environmental question and
the niedia

This seminar was developed specially for
people working in the media such as in radio,
television, newspapers and magazines. The
main objective was to improve and correct the
terminology and style of giving environmental
news.

D. State Forest Institute
Foundation IEF

IEF is a very young organisation founded in
1989. It's basic aim is to defend fauna and flora
resources and to recuperate forests in the State
of Rio de Janeiro. now estimated at only nine
per cent of the total existing area in the begin-
ning of the century.

The following activities have been developed
by IEF in the past two and half years:

Training the military police and sol-
diers regarding conservation meas-
ures and forest supervision.

Training school teachers in fauna and
flora preservation.

Integrating children in environmental
events like planting trees, showing en-
vironmental films, giving talks, visiting
reforestation areas and participating
in ecological walks through natural
parks.

Giving talks about environment
protection for rural communities.

Developing brochures and other
teachin a materials for schools.

Developing environmental education
programmes beside protected areas.

Teaching the local population how to
plant trees in degraded areas.

Developing the "S.O.S. Mata Atlan-
tica" (Atlantic Forest) movement to
protect and recuperate thc degraded
areas.



Training university students from thc
Federal Rural University of Rio de
Janciro-UFRrJ in producing seeds for
reforestation projects.

Planting trees in the "Faye las"

The "favelas" are slums located on the moun-
tain tops and hillsides of Rio de Janeiro. Be-
cause of the low income and lack of living
facilities such as water, sanitation measures
and often electricity, in the past 40 years the
population has cut down most of the forests for
wood supply for cooking.

The very low cultural level of thc people living
in these areas due to various social problems
has made it difficult to develop any recupera-
tion project of existing eroded areas.

IEF has found an original way of developing
reforestation and social improvement projects
at the samc time providing environmental
education for the people living there.

d ei orestati on

Normally before developing any reforestation
project in the "favelas", it is necessary to
develop a social project previously in order to
convince the inhabitants that they will benefit
from it. First, there has to be an exchange of
favours. In one specific case, the work was
developed with the Social Care Organisation -
LBA from the Federal government. They first
gave powdered milk for the families and even
constructed stairways up the hill in order for
the "favelados" (people living in the favelas), to
accept advice from IEF regarding reforestation
activities.

This exchange of favours was highlighted by
IEF as a typical "white man - Indian exchange
system", (eg. first the white man gives a mirror
or a whistle, then the Indians are opened up for
a dialogue).

The reforestation programme in this particular
"favela" in Rio de Janeiro worked well but in
many cases if a social programme is not
developed prior to starting a reforestation
project, then the probability of success is very
small.

IEF
environmental

education

1111111411 ref orestati on

The success of a ref orestation pro oramme nor-
mally depends very much on where the "favela"
is located. For instance "favelas" located near
the wealthy areas of Rio de Janeiro (eg. in
Ipanerna, Sao Conrado and Copacabana ), have
more chances for sucL.L.ss because their in-
habitants have rnorc access to education and

are more aware and open to new action by the
government.

In a particular favela called "Vidigal", a refores-
tation project was launched with the local com-
munity in order to recover some degraded
areas. The local population participated in en-
vironmental training events regarding the posi-
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tive aspects of reforestation, care with native
and fruit species and the benefit they could
draw out of these trees.

The success of this project was such that not
only was the local community able to harvest
and sell fruits in the market, but also to have
recuperated the degraded areas.

E. Foundation for public parks and
gardens

The foundation is a public body linked to the
town hall of Rio de Janeiro city. It is developing
a programme to plant more than 110 thousand
trees of native fruit and exotic species on the
mountain tops and main hillsides of Rio.

The trees are being planted in order to mini-
mise the risk of soil erosion whenever heavy
rains fall, which may consequently negatively
affect the population which has settled in the
favelas.

The programme is linked to an environmental
education campaign for local communities
living around these areas.

Seeds and seedlings are distributed amongst
the population by six technicians who provide
technical orientation on how to plant and con-
serve the trees.

The programme has also recruited 120 local
people to work in the reforestation activities
which seek to recover 75 hectares in two years.

F. The forest police

The forest police is a recent branchof the
milita police of Rio de Janeiro created in
order to supervise and monitor the state
forests.

The police were trained by the forest battalion
of Sao Paulo State which has 35 Nvars ex-
perience in this field.

The group trained by the forest battalion later
organised training courses for 280 soldiers who
form the police. The main activities developed
are:

surveillance of irregular fishing and
hunting

controlling deforestation

giving penalties to people commiting
infractions against the Brazilian
Forestry code.

controlling potential negative en-
vironmental activities

Internal training schemes are also being
developed regarding specific topics such as
courses on snakes and other dangerous
animals.

G. Secretariat for urban
development and the environment -

SEDU of Paraná State

SEDU is in charge of implementing Lnd
developing environmental activities in the
State of Parand. It has developed several en-
vironmental training events in the last four
years with the Superintendence for Water
Resources and the Environment SUREHMA
(directly subordinated to SEDU). One of the
most successful training courses organised by
the two bodies is described below:

First course on environmental management
and administration

In 1987 the First course on environmental
management and administration was launched
with participants from several public (Federal.
state and municipal) organisations. The posi-
tive feedback from this course stimulated
SEDU to improve it's structure and develop
second and third training courses in 1988 and
1989.



Because of the great success and positive
repercussion in other states a fourth training
course was developed with participation and
support from the State Environment Organisa-
tions of Rio Grande do Sul - FEPAM, and
Santa Catarina - FATMA.

Objectives of the course

The basic aim of the course is to train people
working with environmental administration in
methods of environmental analysis and evalua-
tion of development projects.

The course also focuses on environmental im-
plications of governmental development ac-
tion such as urban and rural development,
mining activities, and other projects that have
a potential risk for thc environment.

During the course there are several activities
such as seminars. panels, technical visits and
case study development in which participants
take part.

Community
Relations
Group

Environmental
education

The course was designed for a multidisciplinary
group of 35 participants (eg. engineers, ar-
chitects, biologists, agronomists, nurses, veteri-
nary surgeons, oceanographers, sociologists,
administrators, school counsellors, socio-
logists, librarians and other areas), divided into
five groups (of seven participants each), to
work during the course on the following topics:
urban development, regional development,
rural development, industrial development
and eco-development.

H. Superintendence for Water
Resources and the Environment -

SUREHMA

SUREHMA is subordinated directly to SEDU
and is formed into three basic divisions: the
Department of Environment, the Water
Resource Department and the Community
Relations Group in which environmental
education activities are co-ordinated.

The organisation of the body is as follows:

SEDU

SUREHM

'Vater
Resources
Department

Agricultural
Secretariat

Department of
Environment



State programme on environmental education Environmenutl education
campaigns

This programme was developed in order to
unite all efforts in developing an integrated
environmental education project with various
State governmental bodies (cg. several
governmental secretariats: agriculture, urban
planning and others), directly or indirectly.
working with the environment.

In other words, the programme was mainly
developed to have a common environmental
education programme for the whole State, in
which all bodies would be working on different
projects but for the same objectives.

Eniironmental courses

These courses are designed not only to train
school teachers from municipal schools, but
also to train people capable of training local
communities.

The participants in these courses are in general
NGOs and local technicians from municipal
organisations. Other courses designed special-
ly for children and teenagers regarding ecologi-
cal conservation in urban and rural areas were
also developed.

Tabagi
iver

A campaign was developed in schools, com-
munity groups, television and newspapers
seeking to:

generate awareness amongst the
population

create ways for the population to re-
late themselves to environmental fac-
tors

train people to train other people

disseminate governmental environ-
mental regulations

elaborate educational materials about
local and regional particularities

Inter-Municipal Action for Environmental
Protection of the Tabagi River Basin - COPATI

The arca of the basin is more than 24 thousand
krn2 with 41 municipalities and around
1,200.00() inhabitants. The basin has several
environmental problems such as pollution by
agrotoxics and wastes and water pollution by
domestic effluents including industrial pollu-
tion.

The basic point of the programme is not only
to solve environmental problems with techni-
cally orientated solutions but to re-orientate
people's relationship with the environment
through recuperation. protection and conser-
vation practices.

Tabagi River
Basim



The programme is a joint venture between
several organisations directly or indirectly in-
volved with the environment (eg. public or-
ganisations, superior teaching institutions,
religious institutions and Statc and municipal
oraans).

Strategic action of the programme

Developing three community meet-
ings of one day's duration each

Developing six seminars on environ-
mental awareness for 600 people of
two days' duration each

Developing several courses for school
teachers of 24 hours/class, focusing on
the following, topics: introduction to
COPATI, regional and local environ-
mental problems formal and informal
environmental education practical ac-
tivities

Discussion of proposals

Environmental text contest for pri-
mary and secondary schools

Thlks on environmental issues

"A Jardineira" (The Garden ecological Bus)

This project is very similar to the one
developed by SEMANTEC by the Federal Dis-
trict Government-GDF in Brasilia (described
later in this report).

The objective of the project is to circulate a bus
(painted with ecoloaical subjects such as the
local pine tree - Araucaria, birds and animals),
in all of the municipalities of TIBAGI river
basin. This was mainly done to disseminate
information on the environment, culture and
folklore as w.ell as events mainly in the rural
area.

The bus is administered and maintained by a
paper mill company and co-ordinated by two
technicians from COPATI. The State Environ-
ment Education Group has trained several
people to work in the activities developed by
the bus. The scheme for the bus is seen below:

exhibition
stands

The bus acts as a circus arrivinti in a small to\\ n.
The educational entertainment proposed by
the bus normally stimulates almost evervone
from the towns to participate in the activities.

it tra% els mainly throuoh rural aicas in order to
visit schools and provide them with environ-
mental inlormat ion on important !leogrdphical
and e,:olot.tical aspects or the basin.

-
0 0



The main activities developed arc video and
slides presentations, environmental exhibi-
tions, musical shows with local artists, plays,
presentation of folk groups, ecological com-
petitions. talks and other events.

Etwironmental information courses

Environmental information courses are given
at the Federal University of Paranzi - UFPa in
order to inform graduate students of environ-
mental issues, on the following topics: solid
waste management, forest management. EIA
and EIS.

Environmental education courses for schools

These courses were structured for primary and
secondary school teachers in order to involve
them in environmental activities. SUREHMA
oreanised visits to conservation areas, waste
disposal sites and a bio-digestion plant. The
basic idea of the course was to stimulate
teachers to take their pupils to the field for
environmental observation.

Environmental impact of dams

SUREHMA and the German Society for Tech-
nical Cooperation GTZ have been oreanising
short term training courses on the environmen-
tal impact of dams on the following topics:

Risk analysis

EIA of terrestrial environment

EIA of it:thyoltiunti

EIA of social activities

I. State Environment Secretariat -
SMMA of Minas Gerais

In July 198Q the department of Environmental
Development of SMN1A was created and sub-
divided in tw o divisions. The first is the

project/study division and the second is the
environmental education division, which has
been developing activities mainly in the
metropolitan area of Belo Horizonte (capital
of the State), as seen below:

Training centre

SMMA has a plan to develop a training centre
as part of an integrated programme co-or-
dinated by the State Education Secretariat and
the Human Science and Philosophy Faculty -
FAFI CH E.

The main objective of the plan is to create an
environmental training centre for municipal
school teachers and students in general.

The centre will include all facilities (eg. library.
classrooms, conference room, audio-visual
equipment and others), specially designed for
training events.

Seminars on environmental
questions regarding the city of Belo Horizonte

The seminars focused on the following topics:

tree planting

green areas (parks, eardens and
forests)

waste collection and disposal

Pampulha ecoloOcal reserve

Serra do Curral environmental patri-
mony

noise pollution

school and environmental education

SEMAN also developed an integrated project
in 1985 with parents, teachers and students
from the municipal primary and secondary
schools to plant trees in the metropolitan area
of Belo Horizonte city.
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"The other skle of the environment"

This project was developed to integrate en-
vironmental topics into the working activities
executed by public workers. In other words, the
project gathered thc people that carried out
environmental jobs (cg. tree planting, garden-
ing, park supervision and others), in the
metropolitan arca of Belo Horizonte, in ordcr
to explain the type of job that they were doing
and the positive relation with the environment.

This training activity was developed because
the workers did not realise how their work
helped improve the environment.

The other point of the training programme was
to stimulate thc integration of environmental
affairs in their daily lives, such as recycling
household wastes, making compost, develop-
ina vegetable gardens, participating in environ-
mental community aroups, and other activities.

Thc project focused on lectures, informal semi-
nars and social integration events for workers
(c.a. barbecue). A total of 200 workers were
trained in this project.

J. State Environment Foundation -
FEAM

FEAM is subordinate to the State Environ-
ment Secretariat - SM MA and is responsible

Environmental
Legislation

Env ironment al r
(. .

problems: a&?
.<

0k. '

for executing environmental policy as well as
disseminating environmental information
through educational schemes for the public in
general, private enterprises and governmental
bodies.

The environmental training programmes
developed by FEAM are executed at two
levels. The first is at the formal school educa-
tion level, in which environmental education is
introduced as a multidisciplinary subject.

Events such as environmental competition
amongst school children, conferences, talks,
school research orientation, creation of an en-
vironmental library, video shows, seminars and
courses and the distribution of brochures,
posters, folders and papers have also been or-
ganised.

Another point of thc programme is to train
municipal school teachers including people
connected directly with several municipal en-
vironmental councils - CODEMAS. The train-
ing activities focus mainly on the cxisting
environmental problems and possible solu-
tions to these problems.

As a resul the trained people have been acting
as "multip,..-m- agents" (teaching other people)
in schools and through community participa-
tion. This training scheme is as follows:

Training
programme

,by FEIIM

School
teachers
CODEMEI

Municipal
School
Network



The main subjects treated in the above training mental protection areas - APA implemented in

scheme arc:

The environment: concepts, com-
ponents and classification
duration: 1 hour

Pollution: concepts, types, sources,
causes and effects
duration: 1 hour

"The Great Pollutors" : 15 minutes
video

Multi-disciplinary environmental
education: social studies, science,
agriculture techniques, mathematics,
artistic education, physical education
and communication

"Education Reality" : 15 minutes
video

Up to 1990 eight environmental education
projects had been developed as follows:

Rural environmental education
project and azricultureal!farm exhibi-
tion

Environmental education at Jequitin-
honha-Turmalina

Environmental education at the eco-
logical station of TriptLE

Environmental education for private
enterprises

Environmental education at Papagaio
ecological station

Environmental education at the
Cachoeira das Andorinhas protection
area

Television eduation pro.iect

Environmental educti-.)n at Manti-
queira-Bocaina protected areas

The second level is the informal education
process designed u venerate awareness
amongst municipal authorities revarding exist-

ing environmental prohlems the environ-

the State.

At this level the following activities have been
developed:

seminars and public talks for ap-
proximately 100 people

cultural activities such as open air
theatre, rural environmental exhibi-
tion and ecological video competition

Conferences given for the industrial
sector

The Green Project

This project was created in 1989 (and was
suspended in 1990 due to new government
priorities), in order to stimulate public par-
ticipation in helping preserve the environment,
controlling polluting activities and recuperat-
ing environmentally degraded areas. The two
last acti,ities were supported and developed by
private initiative.

The basic aim of the project was to expand the
existing green areas in the State of Minas
Gerais by planting trees, developing gardens,
and other ecological activities such as environ-
mental education schemes.

K. State Environment Protection
Foundation - FEPAM

FEPAM is the environmental body from Rio
Grande do Sul State It is subordinate to the
State Health Secretariat and is in charge of
co-ordinating and executing thc State environ-
ment policy.

FEPANI has developed several training ac-
tivities in the past years as seen below:



4th Course on Environmental Administration
and Planning

This course is described later in this chapter.

First Course on Environmental Education for
the Media (television, radio, newspaper and

trade unions in the area)

The course was entitled Social Communication
and the Environment designed to correct and
teach basic ecological and environmental ter-
minology (words and expressions) used by the
media. FEPAM decided to develop this course
because of thc incorrect description of specific
environmental news given by the media.

The philosophy of the course was to "inform
without deforming". The basic objective of the
course is to train journalists, press people,
publicity professionals, public relations and
tourism professionals in using environmental
concepts and terms for environmental news.

The course is being organised by FEPAM with
thc participation of the Secretary of Health,
Public Health School, Communication Faculty
of the Catholic University-PUC and the Press
association - ARI.

The duration of the course is 120 hoursiclass
for 35 participants.

15in Public Health Course

This course is organised annually by the State
Health Secretariat. the Public Health School,
the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation FIOCRUZ
and suppported by FEPAN1 vhich has con-
tributed with 165 hours class ( the course lasts
800 hoursclass) in the following subjects:

Transmission disease and hio-ecolotw
- 45 hours

t.t

Environment and sanitation - 60
hours

Sanitation supervision, workers
health and the environment - 60 hours

The course was mainly designed for 30 par-
ticipants working directly in health care. They
are requested to present a final report at the
end of the course. For instance one of the
reports presented was on the impact on human
health, the water control system and air pollu-
tion of metalworking. Workers from the metal-
working industry participated in this course
with support from their trade union. In the last
15 years the course has trained around 450
people.

Conferences on the environment

Three conferences were developed in which
the following topics were discussed:

First conference: Environmental
Problems in Rio Grande do Sul State
In this conference the participants
mainly discussed the most important
environmental problems in the State.

Second conference: Survey of Public
Opinion on Environmental Topics to
Elaborate the State Constitution.
This event was developed to gather
public opinion on important environ-
mental issues occuring in the State in
order to support the development of
the environmental text of the ncw
State Constitution. Thc process
began with eight local environmental
conferences developed in strategic
municipalities.

The information gathered was them
selected and discussed at the First En-
vironment State Conference. This
conference selected qualitative infor-
mation to elaborate the State Con-
stitution as seen in the scheme below:
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1

First State
Environment
Conference

8 Regional Environmental
Conferences

The third conference was developed through a
public survey to support developing state en-
vironmental legislation.

4th State Congress on the Environment

This congress was developed to discuss en-
vironmental problems in critical municipalities
of Rio Grande do Sul.

Informal talks on environmental issues

This programme was designed to reach the
population of the northern coastal area of the
State. The basic objective was to inform the
population of existing environmental problems
in the area and to stimulate them to participate
in several events such as reforestation schemes.
domestic waste management, environmental
conservation and awareness regarding impacts
from mining activities and sanitation problems.

State meeting 01? rice crop iechnologr and the
cm.ironment

FEPAM decided to develop a three day meet-
ing on how to solve the environmental

.11.4r .,..11.
al 1 .
..1Veo,m=,.

State Constitution of
R33 Grande do Sul

problems cause by rice agro-industries (eg.
water, air and soil pollution).

L. Environment Science and Technol-
ogy Secretariat - SEMANTEC

SEMANTEC is directly subordinate to the
Federal District Government GDF of
Brasilia. It is responsible for executing environ-
mental policy and is currently developing two
very interesting environmental education
projects as seen below:

Alternative food and medicinal herbs and
t'egetable gardens.

The main objective of this project is to

generate awareness towards environmental
preservation and public information in schools
and surrounding areas.

In short, the project seeks to stimulate primary
and secondary school students (and the
population in general), regarding the utilisa-
tion of natural remedies and alternative health
food to improve their heaRh and quality of life.



The students are also expected to work on soil
management activities, natural fertilisation of
the soil (organic compost from thc household)
and development of a natural pharmacy.

Justifications of the project

Natural healing through natural medicine has
been used by the Brazilian indigenous people
and forest inhabitants in the past. This type of
medicine is free and very rarely has any secon-
dary effects. The main idea of the project is to
re-establish these practices amongst the
population. specially those with low income.

The project involves several governmental or-
ganisations such as the Aoricultural Secretary.
the Education Scerctan. Technical Assistance

eg etabl e
Garden

and Rural Extension Organisation
EMATER, regional administrations, the
Health Secretary and the Green Apothecary
from Brazlandia.

Project: "0 Amigo do Cerrado" (the Savanna
Friend)

An old bus from GDF was recovered by
SEMANTEC and "environmentalised" (pain-
ted with ecological subjects such as the fauna
and flora of the savanna region) to be used as
a moving - dynamic instrument in developing
environmental cducation activities not only in
urban areas but mainly in rural areas of the
Federal District and Goias State. The scheme
for the bus is sketched on the next pag,e:

4 ,
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Aairs

ideo

cover

ut-door stage

refrigerater

Cerruti() Friend Bus

photo exhibition

exhibition

stand

the basic aim of the bus is to teach the local
populations (mainly those with some typc of
access to environmental information). simple
environmental pract.ces such as gardeninti,
waste recycling, tree plantin,' includint, notions

of water pollution. household wastes ;Ind soil

erosion.

M. Conclusions

The environmental oroanisations and
secretariats from the States of Sao
Paulo. Rio de Janeiro. Parana. Nlinas
Gerais. Rio Grande de Sul and the
Federal District o: Brasilia arc those

folders, brochures,

posters

that carry Out most environmental
education and trainina in the country.

Brazil has 2 stales each one of hich has some

rorm of an en% ironmental co-ordination body
or di% ision resp,,nsible or taking care of the
environms:nt. Se\ era or' these bodies have
de% eloped en'. i: )nment al education and train-

in,n ;Rik ities. but accordino to a report
1.)\ CrlESB 1k)-71, only COW' of

them (CrilLSB, FELMA. SUREHMA and
FATNlA !orm Santa Catarina State ), have an
Inter na! er co-or dinatino body respon-
NHL: .pinc and co-ordinating environ-
inental train:pc

41:ji



CETESB has the best structured environrnen-
tal control and training system in Brazil. which
is comparable to those of developed countries.
It has been developing several internal training
activities including providing training to many
private enterprises, state environmental or-
ganisations, professional training centres,
universities and governmental enterprises.

If environmental exhibitions in schools, en-
vironmental fairs for the public, individual as-
sistance and talks given in schools are
considered, CETESB has provided environ-
mental training information for 54,142 people.

FEEMA is considered thc second
most structured organisation on en-
vironmental training in the country,
but is still not comparable to
CESTESB's. It has also been provid-
ing professional training courses and
training assistance for several en-
vironmental state bodies including
private enterprises on topics such as
environmental impact assessment
EIA and pollution control.

The other state organisations or sec-
retariats surveyed have not yet
developed specific departments for
planning, organising and executing
environmental training events. Nor-
mally these events are ottanised
the human resource department in
conjunction with some other specific
division (eg. air pollution control.
water quality division and others).

SEIDL: and FEPAN1 have been \\ ork-
inE together on a very accepted
training course on En\ ironmental
Management and Administration.

.;.1`FEPAM from Rio G c, ;

been the onl\ state orLtanisatitn
vevcd which has developed healt)i
impact assessment component for the
public health course organised II\ the
State Secretary of Health. The course
has trained around 45(1 people in the
past 15 years. not on)\ :.r.)m the health
care sector hut also from e;-;%;ronnin-
tal agencies and ttaiL;

The states' environmental sec-
retariats have been dealing mainly
with environmental education
schemes for primary and secondary
schools and for the public in general,
although some secretariats such as
SEDU from Parand, SMMA form
Minas Gerais and FEPAM from Rio
Grande do Sul have also been
developing short term training cour-
ses on several environmental subjects.

Innovative environmental education
and training activities that the en-
vironment bodies and secretariats
have been carrying out are courses for
the media sector (radio, television,
news paper and others), in order to
correct environmental terms used in
giving news, developed by FEEMA
and FEPAM; distance training
developed by CETESB; planting
trees in the "l'avelas" developed by
1E+ and the Foundation for Public
Parks and Gardens in Rio; the
ecological buses developed by

SUREHNIA in Parana and by
SEMANTEC in Brasilia; the "Other
side of the Environment" training
course developed for public workers
by SMMA from Minas Gerais; the
alternative medicine vegetable gar-
den developed by SEN1ANTEC; the
conference to survey public opinion
on environmental topics in helping
writino the state constitution from
Rio Grande do Sul and the environ-
mental education campaign
de% eloped SN1A to stop the circula-
lion i cars in the city of Sao Paulo for
mc d:R.

Tlie State Pia wramme on Environ-
pi:11;a! Education is an interestirv ex-
ample of in(eorated action in which
se\ era! ooN ernmental organisations

om ran,i (directly or indirectly re-
Ltcd to die environment) have par-
ticipated. The\ have been developing
di) fel ent pr,,iects separately, a)-

a Ong lor the same objec-



[ll. Environmental training in universities

This chapter describes the environmental
training activites in the main Federal Univer-
sities in Brazil including some private ones.

The universities surveyed are mainly the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro - UFRJ,
the University of Sao Paulo - USP, the Univer-
sity of Brasilia - UNB, the Forestry School of
the Federal University of Paraná - UFPa, the
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
UFRS, the Federal University of Mato Grosso

UFMT, the Federal University of Viçosa -
UFV, the Federal Fluminense University
1.1FF, the Federal Rural University of Rio de
Janeiro - Ul-RrJ, the Federal University of
Minas Gerais - UFMG and the privately owned
universities of Mackenzie and Souza Marques.

This chapter also describes the Science and
Technology Plan for the Amazon Region and
North Post-Graduate Project - PNOPG, sup-
ported mainly by the Co-ordinating Unit for
Superior Improvement - CAPES/Ministry of
Education - MEC.

A. Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro - UFRJ

In 1963 UFRI created the Co-ordinating
Centre for Post-Graduate Engineering
Programmes COPPE. It is considered the
largest post-graduate centre in Latin America.
Since the beginning of 1990. COPPE has
developed more than a thousand research
projects in several specific areas, which include
the development ol doctorate and master
theses. It has also developed technical projects
and provided consultancy work for several
private and governmental organisations.

Because of it's highly scientific production and
qualified academic level it is recognised at the
international level by scientific societies.

A large part of COPPE's scientific production
is interdisciplinary because it integrates several
research areas such as health, sociology,
anthropology and fine arts into classical en-
gineering research.

The areas related to COPPE's research ac-
tivities are: biomedical, civil, electrical,
mechanical, materials and metallurgy, nuclear,
oceanic production, chemical, transport, com-
puter and system engineering, including an in-
terdisciplinary energy area and
interdisciplinary centres.

Mterdisciplinary energy area - AIE

The interdisciplinary energy area - AIE has
been developing research and training ac-
tivities in energy and environmental subjects
co-ordinated by an Interdisciplinary Energy
Centre. The centre has a Master (Msc)
proaramme in economics, sociology, technol-
ogy and policies. It is designed for full time
students, for professionals of several areas in-
cluding overseas studcnts.

In 1990 the course was structured into three
periods of three trimesters, in which 33 credits
were offered. In the third period the students
participate in seminars offered by the centre
(eg. Environment and Energetic Planning).
There is also an Advanced Study Programme
designed for industries and enterprises, which
offers an interdisciplinary curriculum of 500
subjects.



Environmental studies course

In 1989 COPPE created master and doctorate
courses in environmental studies. The courses
provide students with wide scientific vision of
environmental management including know-
ledge of the rational utilisation of natural
resources.

This programme has been systematically
developed with the departments of engineer-
ing and energy planning.

The course has basic environmental planning
disciplines such as effluent treatment, water
quality circulation and management, sea and
coastal management, air pollution dispersion,
risk analysis of industrial development, security
parameters, transport and the environment,
mass movement in ridge system, remote sens-
ing, environmental impacts of large energy
projects, EIA methods and public policies on
natural resources.

The students arc encouraged to participate in
othcr courses offered by the university (eg. at
the institute of geography and geology, biology
and nature centre and the mathematics
centre), in ordcr to improve and complement
their research or studies. After studying a min-
imum number of disciplines the students arc
expected to write a thesis and submit it to an
examination group of professors for a degree.

Environmental subjects in the
graduate engineering curriculum

Several engineering courses offered by UFRJ
have included environmental (or environmen-
tal related) subjects in their curriculum as seen
below:

Civil engineering: numeric methods
in water resources analysis; mathe-
matical models for water quality.

Oceanic engineering: oceanography:
sediments transportation: coastal
process: estuaries: oceanographic in-
struments.

Chemical engineering: water pollu-
tion control; separation process of
membranes; particulated systems.

Transport engineering: transport and
the environment.

Nuclear energy: radiological protec-
tion; nuclear accidents analysis; prob-
abilistics analysis of security in nuclear
plants; industrial risk evaluation.

Metallurgy and materials engineer-
ing: control methods for environmen-
tal problems in mining and metallurgy
activities.

Geography centre: Coastal and plain
environments; environmental pollu-
tion; remote sensing.

Environmental engineering: the En-
gineering School has implemented a
post-graduate course on environmen-
tal engineering with a duration of 390
hours/class.

Alternative energy

The interdisciplinary centre also offers courses
on alternative sources of energy and experi-
ments on the following topics:

wind energy

bio-gas

solar energy

tide energy

thermal energy

Post-graduate studies in ecology

The Bio-Science Institute offers post-graduate
courses (master and doctorate) in ecology. The
duration of the master course varies from one
to five years and the doctorate course from two
to eight years.

The environmentally related courses offered
by the post-graduate programme are:
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Theoretical ecology

Social-biology

Plant ecology and stress factors

Plant interaction with the environ-
ment
Sampling strategies of land ecology

Land ecosystems and climatic changes

Computer analysis and ecology

B. University of Sao Paulo - USP

USP is one of the most structured universities
in Brazil. It offers courses in a large number of
areas through various training institutes. A
post-graduate programme on Environmental
Science was created in 1989. The course is
co-ordinated by an Integrated Inter-Discipli-
nary Centre. The centre is part of a network
involving all institutions and faculties in USP.

The main purpose of the programme is to
develop integrated studies of earth dynamics
with emphasis on major Brazilian environmen-
tal problems. The programme also focuses on
environmental impact assessment - EIA of
natural resources as well as energy resource
utilisation. The basic objective of the course is
to give a holistic view, beyond economic
evaluation, in human and natural resources
utilisation. The programme is planned and co-
ordinated by the Inter-Unity Commission
formed by professors from several faculties
such as Economy, Administration - FEA, Earth
Sciences - IGc, Bic-Sciences IB. Superior
Aariculture School ESAU) and the Public
Health Faculty FSP.

The study subjects in the programme are:

Appropriate technological adrnini-
stration of natural resources

Environmental impact

Poky formulation
Planning instruments for institutional
evaluation and control.

Expected results of the programme

It is expected that the pr)gramme will bring the
following benefits:

Improvement in integrated know-
ledge of natural, human and mathe-
matical sciences to better understand
environmental problems.

Development of a national and Latin
American understanding of environ-
mental impact (problem) evaluation.

Creation of a documentation centre
on environmental topics

Creation of a national and interna-
tional institutional network on en-
vironmental problems and general
issues.

Post-graduate course in ecology

The Bio-Science Institute of USP also offcrs
post-graduate courses (master and doctorate)
in ecology.

The duration of the master course is.from one
to five years and thc doctorate course from a
minimum of two years and a maximum of eight
years.

The courses which have a dircct connection
with environmental issues offered by the in-
stitute are:

Theoretical ecology

Social-biology

Plant ecology and stress factor

Plant interaction with thc environ-
ment
Sampling strategics and land ecology

Land ecosystems and climatic changes

Computer analysis and ecology
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Results from research on C. University of Brasilia - UNB
university environmental education

In 1988 the first Symposium on Environment
and University Education (human science
area) was developed, focusing mainly on the
State of Sao Paulo, by the Environment State
Secretatriat - SMA.

One of the papers presented the results of
research developed in 222 universities and
faculties regarding environmentally related
subjects existing in graduate courses. The re-
search concluded that of the 222 universities,
56 arc owned by the government and 116 are
private.

The graduate courses that offered courses in
environmental subjects are: biology, ecology,
geography, agronomy, biological science, nurs-
ing school, civil engineering, social studies, ar-
chitecture and urban studies and sanitary
engineering.

There arc a total of 98 graduate courses which
include environment subjects. The majority of
these courses arc located in the metropolitan
arca of Sao Paulo.

The concentration of master courses is smaller
(less than the half of the existing graduate
courses). They arc concentrated mainly in thc
city of Piracicaba. There are only ten doctorate
courses, of which four are in Sao Paulo city.

The graduate courses surveyed provide 471
disciplines on environmental issues. Thc
average duration of these disciplines is 107
hours;class each. In the post-graduate course
there are 166 disciplines with an average
hour/class of 91 hours each.

In the period between 1980 and 1985 there
were 592 master dissertations developed in thc
biolo6cal science area.

From 1980 and 1986 there was a Gr. Ning num-
ber of events such as seminars and symposia
regardina environmental issues.

UNB is located in the Federal Capital of
Brasilia and offers a master course in ecology,
created in 1976. It is currently being co-or-
dinated by the department of ecology of the
Institute of Biological Science.

The course focuses mainly on the "cerrado"
(savanna) ecosystem which is predominant in
the Central-eastern part of Brazil, and aims at
developing environmental impact evaluations
due to natural resources exploitation.

The duration of the course varies from one to
three years and has a minimum of 40 credits, in
which each credit corresponds to 15

hours/class.

To obtain a master degree, a student must ac-
complish a minimum number of disciplines and
NkTite a thesis. The thesis should be submitted
to an examination group of professors for ap-
proval.

The course offers 20 options in the following
areas of study:

Population ecology (insects) and
management and planning of pro-
tected areas.

Bio-climatology, energy balance and
hydrological balance.

Limnology, aquatic productivity and
fish ecology.

Insect ecolov and impact of fires in
the savanna.

Vertebrates: ecology and behaviour.
animal population. fauna conserva-
tion and manaQement.

Forest-socioloy and biomass dyna-
mics.

Ecological behaviour of human
beings and environmental education.

Natural resources planning and
manazement



Eco-plant physiology

Thermal-bioloay and seed develop-
ment

Biological control, insect ecology, ant
systematics and paleo-ecology.

Nutrient recycling, mineral nutrition
of native species.

Morphology, systematics and ecology
of continental weeds.

Environmental evaluation - biological
monitoring of humans and mammals
in general.

Ecological behaviour and population
ecology.

Centre for Emironmental Development

UNB has a project proposal to develop a train-
ing centre on Environmental Development.
The proposal is currently aoing throuah an
approval process in order to he financed by the
Japanese government.

The main objective of the proposal is to formu-
late self-sustained environmental develop-
ment models to be applied in the national
development process.

Somc of the specific objectives of thc project
are to:

develop scientific research to solve
environmental problems

promote seminars congresses. con-
ferences. lectures. panels and meet-
inas on environmental issues.

execute environmental consultancy.

integrate ith universities and NGO's

integrate with the productive sectors
(workers. enterprises and state or-
cranisations

(

support and promote environmental
protection and recuperation of
degraded areas.

It is expected that the development of the
centre will provide positive results for UNB's
academic system. These are mainly developing
a doctorate course in ecology, four seminars (in
1991/92/93 and 94) on self-sustained develop-
ment, formation of an environmental impact
assessment - EIA group, setting up an environ-
mental laboratory, developing environmental
management methodologies and environmen-
tal education models as well as developing
natural resources (fauna/flora) management
including environmental recuperation metho-
dologies.

The centre is expected to be self-sustained by
generating financial resources for the univer-
sity. It will have a co-ordinating role in the
seven following areas:

Management and utilisation of natu-
ral resources
Recuperation of environmentally de-
graded areas

Nature conservation
Human resource training

Environmental technologies

Environmental education

Environmental medicine

Technical co-ordination will be sub-divided
into technical divisions, responsible for execut-
ing specific environmental projects.

D. Forestry School of the Federal
University of Paraná - UFPa

Forestry activities in Brazil started in15(X)

when thc Portuguese began cuttina down trees
and sending high quality wood to Portugal. The
intensive cxploitatiori of wood in the past cen-
turies has considerably reduced the forests in
the country. This was more intense during thc
colonisation process which included the expan-
sion of urban areas and industrialisation.



The gradual evolution of forestry activities in
Brazil has been supported mainly by govern-
mental policies and fiscal incentives.

The Forestry School of Parand was created in
1960 and is considered the first school of this
type in Brazil. The school has graduate and
post-graduate courses (master and doctorate)
in forestry studies.

In 1981 Brazil had around 15 forestry graduate
courses given by 14 government universities
and one private university which graduated
2,248 forestry engineers.

Minimum graduate curriculum

In 1984 a government Decree created a new
curriculum for forestry engineers and also ex-
panded the former curriculum by adding one
more yca i the course (before the Decree it
lasted four years).

The following subjects are studied in the
course: soils; topography; forest protection;
mechanisation and forest exploitation; forestry
products technology; wood structure; see-
dlings; forest management; forest economy;
rural extension and conservation of resources
(this subject is sub-divided into hydrology, river
basin management. conservation, fauna
management. administration of natural areas
and recuperation of degraded areas).

Post-r;raduaw courses

The forestry school offers post-graduate cour-
ses in fiye different subjects:

Forestry policy and economy.

Technology and utilisation of forest
products

Forest manauement

Seedlings

Nature conservation

(3

Post-graduate course in nature
conservation

This course has the most environmentally re-
lated subjects with the following objectives: to
train specialists to work with the government
and private enterprises in forestry and conser-
vation activities; to develop technological and
scientific research; to generate proper know-
ledge of natural resources management; to
train specialists to conduct multi-disciplinary
environmental studies and to create a nature
conservation study centre.

The basic disciplines offered by the course are:
forestry-geography; forest-ecology; nature
conservation; micro-meterology; nutrient
recycling in forest ecosystems; river basin
management; forest fires; dendrology of South
Brazil; forest-sociology; education and en-
vironmental legislation; ecology of fire;
landscape scenery; urban trees; natural park
forest management; fauna management; en-
vironmental impact analysis; environmental
monitoring; nature conservation and special
topics on nature conservation.

The labour market for forest
engineers

Although there are more than four thousand
forestry engineers in the country there is still a
deficit in governmental services.

Many forestry engineers normally work with
conservation and environmental organisa-
tions, state forestry organisations, municipal
administrations including private firms and in-
dustries such as iron plants and metallurgy.

Thcrc is a great demand for forestry projects
mainly for industrial consumption. For in-
stance the consumption of charcoal in Brazil
went from 15 million/cm3 in 1978 to 34 mil-
lion/cm3 in 1987. ultiliscd in iron plants.

At the federal level, Brazil has 134 natural
parks, 19 biological reserves, 20 ecological sta-
tions, 11 environmental protection areas with



a total of lb million hectares (administered by
IBAMA) which represents 1.8 per cent of the
country's territory. These areas represent im-
portant ecosystems of the Brazilian scenario.

IBAMA has been executing various forestry
related activities which demand the participa-
tion of forestry engineers. These activities are:

reforestation and management of
Brazilian forests.

studies and project development
regarding forestry technology devel-
opment.

sustainable forest production.

execution of multiple natural resour-
ces utilisation and management plans

adequate use of natural resources
utilisation and monitoring of native
forests.

School-enterprise forest
integration

The need for forest research in Brazil and the
lack of provision of such services by official
institutions lcd forestry companies to share in
the financing and carrying out of research. As

a result there has been increased wood produc-
tivity in reforestation schemes and a larger ex-
change of results and experiences amongst
technical and research experts.

In general terms the training of technical ex-
perts in organisation and operation of com-
panies has engendered pressure to improve the
forest sector in Brazil.

The institutions which :ire developing school-
enterprise co-operation are the Forest-Re-
search Organisation - IPEE the Foundation tor
Forest Research FLTEF and the Society for
Forest Research SIF.

E. Federal University of Rio Grande
do Sul - UFRS

UFRS is one of the principal universities in
Brazil. There are 26,541 people involved
directly with the university, 2,462 of whom are
professors. There are also 159 primary and
secondary school teachers giving classes for
1,457 students. There are 20,699 students,
16,435 in graduate courses and 2,307 in post-
graduate courses. It has 24 faculties, schools
and institutes sub-divided into 87 departments
and grouped into four areas:

Area I Technology and mathematics

Area II Biological sciences

Area III Philosophy and human
sciences

Area IV Literature and arts

The post-graduate courses which have en-
vironmental related themes and subjects are:

Ecological bio-chemics

The course is part of Arca II and has a research
line on metabolic environmental pollution
agents in animals, plants and micro-organisms.

Ecology

Thc ecology course was created in 1988. It is

part of arca IL with three research lines:

Aquatic ecology I and II

Land ecology I and II

Urban ecology I and II

F. Rural economy

The course is part of area I and offers research
in two areas: alternative sources of energy: and
natural resource economy.
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Engineering

The course is part of arca II and offers master
and doctorate courses in: solar energy; wind
energy and flow machines; bio-mass; small
hydroelectric plants; and rational use of energy
planning.

Remote sensimcz

This course is part of area II and offers master
and doctorate courses in: geology; geomor-
phology; hydrology; environmental analysis;
soil reflection; soil mapping; agriculture
analysis; image geometry; water deficiency
dctected by infrared plant analysis; error detec-
tion in aerial photogrametry.

Engineering and metallurv

This course is part of area H and offers master
and doctorate courses in environmental
studies, focusing on waste treatment and EIA
of mechanic and metal mining industries.

Graduate courses

The biology and earth sciences graduate cour-
ses (eg. biology, geography, ecology and
others), normally have environmental subjects
in their curriculum. But there has also been an
increase in environmental related subjects in
four engineering courses developed by UFRS
as seen below:

Course Subject

electric engineering

mechanic engineering

metallurgy

Fundamentals of applied ecology

Chemical engineering Hygiene and work security I. The course also
orfers the following topics: environment,
working , environment, environmental
education, environmental sanitation, air
pollution and methods and analysis for air
pollution control.

G. Federal University of Mato
Grosso - UFMT

The university has developed a course for
specialists in en\ ironmental education fi-

nanced hv the United Nations Environmental
Programme UNEP and b\ the Co-ordination
for Superior Level Improvement CAPES.

The basic aim of the course is to train qualified
people to work with environmental education
at all levels (Federal. state. municipal and in the
private sector ). It also trains trainers in dissemi-
nating environmental education methods and

techniques by highlighting the environment as
an interdisciplinary network of sciences.

This course was originally a follow-up from the
one previously developed by UNB.

The contents of the course arc: environmental
education techniques; environmental educa-
tion strategies; environmental informati,,n sys-
tem; environmental impact.

The course has drawn a multidisciplinary team
of participants from several areas such as en-
gineers, geologists, lawyers, sociologists, gem-



raphers ctc from Brazil and other Latin
American countries.

It is structured in two blocks. The first is the
basic interdisciplinary integration regarding
subjects such as economy, ecology and environ-
mental policy analysis. The second is related to
specific environmental information: history,
perspectives. Latin American experience and
environmental education methodologies.

H. Federal University of Vigosa - UFV

In 1991 UFV created an Environment and
Ecology Research Centre-NEPEMA to
manage and execute all environmental ac-
tivities in the university.

The basic objectives of NEPEMA are to:

co-ordinate and integrate human,
financial and material resources to
solve environmental problems.

develop research activities to improve
environmental knowledge as well as
environmental protection and im-
provement techniques as well as the
sustainable use of natural resources.

promotion of environmental studies
and thc development of consultancy
work for private and public organisa-
tions

promotion of training activities as well
as improvement of the environment.

The centre has been v. orking in the followina
areas: water, soil and air: industrial and agricul-
ture wastes : conservation and preservation of
the ecosystem Ho-diversity and environmen-
tal engineering.

I. Federal Fluminense University -
UFF

The department of civil engineering of UFF,
located in the city of Niteroi , Municipality of
Rio de Janeiro, has planned to execute an
extension course on environmental science.

The course will cover the following topics:
ecology, natural resources, vegetation, energy
sources, organic pollution, chemical pollution,
soil pollution, environmental impact assess-
ment - EIA and environmental impact study -
EIS, radioactivity, water treatment, water
management, social impact on the environ-
ment, environmental planning and education
and the environment.

J. Federal Rural University of Rio de
Janeiro - UFRRJ

The university is located in the rural part of Rio
de Janeiro State and was set up there in order
for students to participate in practical rural
activities such as agriculture, cattle farming,
veterinary science and forestry.

The university has several other graduate cour-
ses (such as physical education, biology, family
planning and several engineering courses), but
very few cover environmentally related sub-

jects.

One of the basic and first implemented
graduate courses was agricultural engineering.
It has a wide curriculum which includes some
environmentally related subjects, such as

general aspects of ecology, natural resources
conservation and agrarian ecology as an op-
tional subject.

Although the university is located in a rural
area there are no specific graduate courses on
ecology or any other environmentally related
subject.

00
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K. University Souza Marques -
FTESM

An interesting example of environmental
training was developed by the ecology course
(that is part of the graduate course in biological
sciences), of the privately owned University of
Souza Marques located in the State of Rio de
Janeiro.

For several months the students from this
course did research and tested natural techni-
ques to recuperate deforested areas in
"Grajau" natural park due to fires and wood
chopping by locals.

The training consisted in recovering the areas
through natural means learned by simply ob-
serving nature.

The students identified the best recovering
species for the specific ecosystem through long

L. Mackenzie University

Mackenzie University is also privately owned
and is located in the State of Sao Paulo. It has
created post-graduate courses ( master and
doctorate ) on environmental sanitation. The
courses were designed for students from
several graduate areas such as engineering,
exact sciences. human science and biological
science.

observation and periodical research developed
over several months.

M. Federal University of Minas
Gerais - UFMG

UFMG gives a 40 hours/class specialisation
course on environmental impact assessment -
ETA. The course is open to professionals work-
ing in the field as well as university students.

No further information was obtained about
this training course.



N. Science and technology plan for
the Amazon Region 1990/91

This plan is headed by the Regional Research
Commission for the Amazon, CORPAM,
which is currently co-ordinating the Northern
Post-Graduate Project. PNPG.

The plan is a joint. venture involving 11 univer-
sities and trainingiresearch institutions in the
region.

The basic aim of the plan is to train local people
and then employ them in local institutions and
orffanisations.

The areas in which training and research ac-
tivities are being developed are:

environment and natural resources

human population

health
agriculture and cattle ranging

economy and sociology

technology

The basic objective of the first arca (environ-
ment and natural resources) is to study and do
research into environmental protection ac-
tivities and environmental recuperation
methods. Special attention is being given to
forest. management and technologies to

recuperate and preserve the Amazon ecosys-
tem.

0. Northern Post-Graduate Project -
PNOPG

This project will he loated in the northcrn part
of Brazil. in the .Amazon re!iTion and will be
implemented in the third National Post-
Graduate Plan financed by the Natioual Re-
search Council - CNN, -. the Superior Studies
Co-ordination Unit CAPES - and the Project
Financing Ali encv

Ten per cent of the w hoie Brazilian population
live in this region. rut ,:,)mains only one per

cent of the total post-graduate courses in the
country. This represents a deficit of 1,200 post-
graduate people in relation to the country's
average.

In 1986 there were 18 post-graduate courses,
13 master and five doctorate. In the recent
past, ten new courses have been started, five in
human sciences and six in earth sciences (which
includes environmental topics).

There are 581 students attending these cour-
ses, 544 in the master programme and 37 in the
doctorate programme. The number of students
in post-graduate studies increased by 52 per
cent between 1986 and 1989.

The environmental courses programmed for
the period of 1990/93 are bio-technology
(energy); forest management; plant health
(sanitation); biology; botany; climatology; soil
treatment; ecology; water biology; and tropical
soil management.

The numbers of students attending thc above
mentioned courses (till 1989) are:

biological science 1

water biology 25

botany 24

ecology 33

forest management 9

Total 103

P. Conclusions

All universities visited (UFRJ, USP,
UNB, UFRS and UFRPa) have
developed post-graduate program-
mes on subjects akin to environmen-
tal studies, such as energy, ecology
and forestry. Other universities such.
as UFV, UFMT UFF and UFMG arc
beginning to implement research and
short term courses on other environ-
mental subjects such as sanitation, en-



vironmental impact assessment, EIA,
and environmental education.

Thc Coordinating Centre for Post-
graduate Engineering Programmes,
COPPE, of UFRJ in Rio de Janeiro
offers some of the best courses in the
country. It has an Interdisciplinary
Centre with a master and doctorate
proRramme on energy planning which
trained 233 students up to 1990. The
centre also started a master and doc-
torate programme on environmental
studies in 1989.

USP also implemented a master
programme on Environmental
Science in 1989. The course is coor-
dinated by an integrated interdiscipli-
nary centre which is part of a network
involving all institutions and faculties
in the university.

There has been a gradual introduc-
tion of environmental and ecological
topics into some of the graduate en-
Qineering courses in the country. For
instance thc engineering school of
UFRJ has nine engineering courses
with obligatory environmental (or en-

vironmentally related) subjects in
their graduate curriculum. UFRS has
four courses with environmental sub-
jects and the agricultural engineering
course at UFrRJ has three ecological-
ly oriented disciplines in its graduate
curriculum.

There is currently only one post-
graduate (400 hours) course on en-
vironmental education in the country.
The course is developed by UFMT to
train environmental educators to
work in schools and governmental en-
vironment agencies. It is financed by
UNEP and CAPES and supported by
IBAMA.

The forestry school of the Federal
University of Parand, UFPa, has iden-
tified some confusing expressions
used by some universities and training
centres regarding the definition of the
environmental activities they de-
velop, for instance the terms interdis-
ciplinary centre, trans-disciplinary
centre or multidisciplinary group have
a general concept but have no clear
meaning.
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IV. Scientific and research financing agencies

Several national scientific and research financ-
ina agencies including the United Nations
Development Proaramme, UNDP, have been
dying, technical and financial support to en-
vironmental training programmes in Brazil.
Some of the most relevant training program-
mes and projects developed by these agencies
are described in this chapter.

A. Statistics from the National Scien-
tific Research Council - CNPq

CNPq is one of thc main sources of funds for
scientific research in the government. It is also
responsible for providing several types of
scholarships or arants for universities, govern-
ment oraanisations and state-owned enter-
prises. The fellowships aiven are for candidates
to studs' in Brazilian universities or in univer-

sities abroad.

They are for specialisation, improvement,
scientific development, visiting researchers, re-
search, recent doctorate degree holders, tech-
nological initiation, visiting professors, visiting
developers, research interns, scientific initia-
tion, masters, doctorates and post-doctorates.
The total number of scholarships in ecology
(that includes the environmental study area)
given in 1990 were the following:

research support for ecology 228
(out of 20 research centres and
universities)

training in ecology in national univer-
sities 100
(out of 10 universities)

training in ecology abroad 11

CNPq invested US$ 2,14 million in human
resources training in 1990. The distribution of
financial resources for the training programme
on ecology in several Brazilian states is seen
below:

State c-1
/C

Sao Pauk, 39.8

Federal Distri:1 15.5

Rio dc Janeiro 10.5

Amazon 9.1

Rio Grande do Sui 8.3

Minas Gerois 4.1

Other States 14.4

US$ thousand

854

291

715

195

179

88

309



The universities and research institutions that per year for the training programme on ecology

have been receiving above US$ 80 thousand are:

Institution Resources in thousand US$

University of Campinas 264

U FAS CAR 213

Amazon Research Institute 195

University of Sao Paulo 190

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul 63

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro 143

Brazilian Technology Institute 82

Others 639

There are currently 171 students undergoing
postgraduate studies in ecology in Brazilian
universities, as well as some universities
abroad.

B. Training programme on strategic
areas - RHAE

This programme was implemented in 1988 by
the ex-Ministry of Science and Technology with
support from CNPq. Its objective is to improve
and train people in strategic areas such as bio-
technology, computers, precision techniques,
new materials, fine chemicals. energy and the
environment.

The programme has been giving scholarships
for students willing to study in national or in-
ternational universities. It also seeks to im-
prove existing working groups in enterprises,
universities and institutions and creates new
training courses in these institutions.

In the first years of the implementation of the
programme (1988/89) RHAE provided 16.567

scholarships for 453 institutions to train stu-
dents in national and international institutions.

The dcmand for scholarships in bio-tcchnology
for students willing to study in Brazilian univer-
sities is:

Region Students

Northern 5

North-eastern 455

South-easthern 95")

South 1.332

Central west 1.250



The relationship between the requirements for tal organisations and private enterprises in
scholarships in No-technology by governmen- 1989 was:

State organisations 3

Private enterprises 250

The relationship between training demand in
bio-technology and scholarships given by
RHAE in 1989 was:

demand 3,994

sponsorships given 1,394

The relationship between the fellowships given
by RHAE and CNPq is:

Organisation international fellowships National fellowships

RHAE 41,3% 43,9%

CNPq 39,6% 51,4%

The types of scholarships given by RHAE arc
internships, special improvement, master, doc-
torate, post-doctorate degrees, technological
development or initiation, visiting professors
and special visitors.

Thc environmental training activity areas arc
sub-divided into three blocks as seen below:

Technical area

management and plannirT

conservation units

usc and occupation of the soil

environmental impact assessment
ETA

review and anavsis

environmenta; education

water sanitation

solids

Operational area

quality control

environmental control

extension studies

Research

air

water

soil

fauna

flora

legislation

social-economic



C. Project financing agency - MEP

FINEP is a governmental body responsible for
financing technical and scientific co-operation
projccts in Brazil. FINEP's environmental
programme has the following objectives:

to advertise the environmental
resource programme in order to
finance environmental projects.

to support a wide range of human
resource training, especially in areas
in which Brazilian know-how needs to
be improved.

to support the development of en-
vironmental programmes and pro-
jects in universities, governmental
technological centres and private
enterprises as to the use of environ-
mental control equipment.

to support the development of en-
vironmental programmes and pro-
jects with public and private
institutions involving universities, re-
search centres, enterprises and en-
vironmental organisations.

to support the creation of environ-
mental information systems.

Environmental science sub-programme -
CL-1MB

The general objective of the programme is to
develop a scientific and technological base to
include environmental issues in the Brazilian
development process.

The specific objectives ot the project are:

Human resources training

This topic will be applied at the postgraduate
level to train qualified people to work with
environmental issues.

Generation technolooical knov,-
how

This topic is related to the development of
interdisciplinary projects in order to generate
knowledge of the dynamics of the environmen-
tal process.

Development of environmental tech-
nology

This topic is related to the development of
methods, processes, techniques, diagnosis,
prognosis, prevention, correction and recu-
peration of environmental quality.

Objectives of the programme

The basic objectives of the programme are to
support five postgraduate programmes (mas-
ter and doctorate); support ten research and
development projects, including publishing,
and to develop a diagnosis to define research
on environmental science.

For the first objective, the main strategies are
to support and develop scientific exchange and
increase scholarships for environmental train-
ing in Brazil and for Brazilian students to study
abroad.

The programme budget is estimated at US$
14,134,000.00, and will be supported by the
Inter-American Bank.

FINEP training

An environmental training programme was
financed by FINEP and developed by the
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
UFRS. The main objective of thc programme
was to develop an environmental control sys-
tem for a Petrochemical plant located in Rio
Grandc do Sul State.

FINEP and the plant financed a research and
training programme co-ordinated by the
university which provided a laboratory with
equipment for physical-chemical analysis. It
also designed a research and training
programme on environmental control proce-
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dures, laboratory analysis and monitoring This example of specialised in-plant training is
schemes especially for the workers in the plant. highlighted in the scheme below:

Financial
Resources

UFIIS
Training, Research,
laboratory analysis

.and equipment Environmental
control and
Monitoring of
plant

Internal training

In 1990, FINEP developed a training course on
environmental impact assessment, EIA, for its
staff. The course lasted two months and aimed
to inform participants of the general EIA
process in Brazil due to an increasing demand
for EIA projects requesting financial support
from the agency.

D. UNDP-Brazil: Projects related to
protection of the environment

The United Nations Development Pro-

gramme, UNDP. has been assisting the
Brazilian Institute for Environment and
Renewable Natural Resources. IBAMA. in-
cluding other orfanisations directly and in-
directly involved with the environment, in
supporting the execution of environmental
projects with some training activities as seen
below:

Project BRA S- (117 - I Inman resour-
ces development through the Train-
ing Centre for Economic
Development - CEN EC.

This project aimed at training person-
nel involved in the planning process at
the national, regional z local levels
in order to incorporate environmen-
tal issues in all areas of planning.

Project BRAJ87/020 - Assistance to
SEMA (the former Federal Environ-
mental Agency) in the formulation
and implementation of the National
Environment Policy.
This project has elaborated a new
strategy for human resources deve-
lopment in environmental manage-
ment.

Project BRA.87;021 Training
programme on the formulation, ad-
ministration and evaluation of pro-
jects for the Amazonian Region.

The origin of this project arose from the ir-
regular 3 nd indiscriminate past development of
thc region. which often adversely affected thc
environment. It aims to promote integrated
regional development including productive
use of forests and other natural resources while

preservinp them as well as surrounding ecosys-
tems. To meet these goals the project has an



extensive training programme to improve the
technical capacity of government agency staff
in formulating, appraising, managing and su-
pervising investment projects in the Amazon.
This project is being developed by the Central-
west Region Department, SUDECO.

Project BRA'87/004 - Development of
the Central-west Region (SUDECO)
Hcre, the aim of the project is to
protect the environment and in-
digenous population including the im-
plementation of training units to
strengthen the technical capability of
SUDECO and other government
agencies.

Project BR41871012 - Wood and fur-
niture industry (State of Mato Gros-
so)
This project aims to develop a land
use policy and an effective forest
management programme to provide
long-term wood resource security in
the threatened forests in the central-
west State, which is thc southernmost
part of the Amazon. It provides on-
the-job training and management
courses to improve productivity,
product quality and job safety.

Project BRA 87008 Agrometer-
ological and hydrological support to
the irrigation programme - PRONI
The objectives of this project are to
survey and disseminate information
on the climate, soil and water avail-
able for aoricul lure and suitable for
irrigation. Training for the use of
agometeorolooical knowledge in the
management of irrigation program-
mes is also being provided.

Project BRA .007 - Integrated
forestry development in the north-
east of Brazil
The need for development of ex-
perimental models for sustained use
of the forest prompted this project. It
propagates uses of forest products for
energy. pharma,:eutical kind other

purposes. Training in the manage-
ment of forestry development pro-
grammes for the region, including
community leaders, is also being un-
dertaken.

Project BRA/90 - Incorporation of
the environmental dimension in ir-
rigation programmes and projects
Environmental reference frames for
the planning and execution of irriga-
tion programmes and projects were
needed. The project trains tech-
nicians in order to meet its objectives
and develop guidelines for the
elaboration and evaluation of en-
vironmental impact studies - EIS's.

Project BRA/901003 - Support for
IBAMA for implementing the Na-
tional Programme for Control of In-
dustrial Pollution - PRONACOP
This project was implemented in
order to strengthen the managerial
capacity of IBAMA in the fields of
pollution programme monitoring,
technical training, acquisition of in-
dustrial pollution monitoring equip-
ment.

E. Conclusions

Three Brazilian agencies CNPq,
CAPES and RHAE mainly provide
fellowships for post-graduate studies
in the country and for Brazilian stu-
dents to study abroad.

In thc period of 1988/89, RHAE
provided 16,567 scholarships for 453
institutions in various areas such as
environment, energy, bio-technology,
computer techniques. precision tech-
niques, new materials and fine chemi-
cals.

CAPES h, also been giving scholar-
ships for post-graduate studies and
has supported several training
programmes such as the Specialized
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Courses on Environmental Educa-
tion developed by the Federal Univer-
sity of Mato Grosso, UFRJ, the
Northern Post-Graduate Project,
PNOPG, for the Amazon region and
the Programme to Support Scientific
and Technological Development,
PAD CT

FINEP and CNPq are also respon-
sible for financing many scientific and
research projects in the country,
which often involve environmental
training activities such as the above
mentioned PNOPG and PADCT.

The project Training of Human Resources,
FRH, of the PADCT programme will also be
providing scholarships for post-graduate cour-
ses: specialisation, masters, doctorates and
post-doctorates.

FINEP has an Environmental Science
Sub-Proizramme, CIAMB, which is

developing the follow:ng areas:
human resource training, develop-
ment of environmental technology
and generation of technological
know-how in areas in which Brazilian
know-how should be improved: en-
vironmental impact assessment, EIA,
ecosystem ecology, eco-toxicology,
environmental information and
natural resources management.

Since 1987, UNDP has sponsored
nine projects concerned with environ-
mental training activities in several
areas such as pollution control, en-
vironmental management, forest
management, environmental impact
assessment, EIA, and environmental
impact study, EIS, for irrigation
projects and environmental policy.



V. Government enterprises

Federal and state owned enterprises play a very
important role in the national social and
economic development process. They have
contributed various development plans and
projects in the country and are gradually estab-
lishing relevant environmental studies of these
initiatives, in order to avoid negative impact on
the environment.

Some of the enterprises which have concrete
experience of environmental training are the
Brazilian Power Company-ELETROBRAS,
the Brazilian Oil Company-PETROBRAS. the
National Nuclear Energy Commission-CNEN,
Angra Nuclear Powcr Station-FURNAS, the
Brazilian AQricultural Research Enterprise-
EMBRAPA, and the Technical Assistance and

Rural Extension Organisation in Minas Gerais
State-EMATER/MG.

A. ELETRO BRAS

Growing importance has peen paid to environ-
mental concerns in the implementation of
development plans and programmes in the
Brazilian energy sector. ELETROBRAS is
responsible for having implemented large-
scale hydroelectric power plants such as
Tucuruf and Balbina. These and others have
generated many adverse impacts on the en-
vironment.

But in recent years crowin0 environmental
awareness has reached the company and en-
vironmental action has been progressively
taken into account in the execution of lap:e
projects.

In August 1989 the company had 1,425
specialised people working directly with the
environment. Around 37 per cent of them have
university degrees and 33 per cent work on
social and economic issues. Of the 33 per cent,



24 per cent work on biotic issues, 22 per cent
at the physical level and 21 per cent in the
management-administration area.

Human resources development

ELETROBRAS training policy seeks mainly
to improve the technical skills of its employees,
largely those working directly with environ-
mental issues.

Two basic types of training have been executed
by the company. The first is related to the
conservation and recuperation of the environ-
ment and the social systems of affected areas.
The second is related to the environmental
training needs of each enterprise within the
Brazilian Power Sector4.

ELE I ROBRAS training policy has three dif-

ferent executive sectors responsible for
developing three types of training courses
namely: management and development; tech-
nical improvement and technical qualifications

Environmental management
course-CGMA

The course was designed for environmental
managers from the enterprises in the power
sector. It was developed in two stages. The first
is a national stage and thc second is an interna-
tional stage. The duration of each stage is 20

days designed for 25 participants.

The whole training programme is supposed to
last five tvars. Two courses have already been
developed, one in 1987 and the other 1988.
Only in 1989 was the first stito.e of the course
completed.

According to positive feedback from the first

two courses. great interest has been shown hv
other organisations. institutions and univer-
siti .s to take part in these events.

Future plans arc to duplicate the national stage
and undertake one course each sernestet.

Environmental technical course-C1MA

This course has only developed one environ-
mental subject (i.e. human settlement plan-
ning). It is designed for professionals with a
direct or indirect working relationship with
power companies concessionaires. The course
lasts a week and is designed for 15 participants.

During the course there are a lot of discussions
and simulation exercises on the identification
and evaluation of environmental impacts due
to the establishment and operation of energy
generation projects.

The first course was developed in 1988. In 1990
further courses were developed on inter-
ference in indigenous communities, fauna and
flora and human settlement planning

Basic course on the
enlironment-CBMA

This course was designed for new employees in
the power sector. It focuses on a wide range of
social and environmental aspects and political
views regarding the activities of several or-
ganisations that form the Brazilian power sec-
tor.

The duration of the course is one week for 20

participants.

Seminars

Beside training courses, ELE I ROBRAS has
also carried Out seminars through joint
programmes with universities and some en-
vironmentally related institutions. The cost of
the seminars is estimated in USS193 thousand.

Seminars on flora and fauna rescue, reser-
vatory cleaning and environment monitoring
are planned for 1991./93.

TWo of these seminars have already been
developed. The first was developed with the
Federal University of Santa Catarina-UFRS,
namely the International Seminar on Popula-
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tion Resettlement. The second was Impacts Of initially designed for 30 participants working in
Transmission And Distribution Systems.

B. PETROBRAS

PETROBRAS is a national holding for oil ex-
ploitation and processing. It has several sub-
sidiaries and industries that add up to around
60 enterprises, such as oil processing plants,
research centres and oil industries.

Many activities developed by PETROBRAS
have caused (or are causing) negative environ-
mental impacts, mainly from oil exploitation in
the sea and in the Amazon region. This in-
cludes also oil perforation rcsidues, air pollu-
tion and other environmental destruction
factors.

Growina environmental awareness in the com-
pany is mainly due to three factors: the public
and scientific environmental movements
around the world, the National Environment
Policy-PNMA and environmental laws. From
1988 onwards the company began implement-
ing environmental training events for its staff.

PETROBRAS has a human resource division
SEREC which has recently undertaken a

survey to identify training needs in all its con-
cessionaires (enterprises directly related to the
company) with emphasis on their specific
operational areas, for instance air pollution
from an oil processing plant.

The survey has also identified training oppor-
tunities in different regions of Brazil. Trainina
events are organised and executed mainly by
two trainina centres located in the states of
Bahia and Rio de Jdneiro, although on certain
occasions specific training events arc
developed strategically elsewhere.

Specialisis course on the
enrfronnient-CE-1,118

In 1989 PETROBRAS developed the first
specialists course on the environment. It was

the company.

Based on the success of the courses as well as
the experience acquired in othcr environmen-
tal training events, the company decided to
develop a second CEAMB in 1991.

The course was open to 45 participants, 40
from PETROBRAS and five vacancies offered
for other organisations.

The course's objective is to transmit basic en-
vironmental knowledge for workers dealing
directly with environmental affairs.

The disciplines of the course are grouped into
the following categories:

Introductory disciplines: oil and by
products, laws, industrial security, oc-
cupational health and quality guaran-
tee.
Duration: 42 hours/class

Environmental technology: air, water
and soil pollution and construction
and engineering development in the
sea.
Duration: 76 hours/class

Ecology: anthropology, sanitation,
eco-biology and soil conservation.
Duration: 60 hours/class

Environmental management: en-
vironmental impact assessment-EIA,
environmental management and
planning, environmental legislation
and licensing and contracting ac-
tivities.

Practical Activities

It is planned for participants to visit oil in-
dustries and their environmental control and
monitoring schemes. The duration of this
phase is estimated to be 16 hours.

Participants will also develop seminars, inter-
nal discussions on environmental subjects in-
cluding the presentation of working group
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exercises. The duration of this phase is es-
timated to be 16 hours.

Course on oil spill pollution control

PEI ROBRAS and UNDP developed the first
Oil Pollution Control (Model) Centre-CEM-
POL in 1983. The project was designed nc t
only to control oil spill pollution problems in
the sea but also to train people in oil control
technologies. The centre is located in the coas-
tal region of Sao Paulo State.

The course provides practical and theoretical
classes on oil pollution control in the sea. Par-
ticipants are expected to gain knowledge of
ecological problems due to oil spills, physical
and chemical aspects of crude oil reactions with
the sea, oil dispersion, oceanographic and
climatic factors regarding oil dispersion.

They also learn how to manipulate and utilise
special equipment to restrain oil slicks and
recover oil from the sea.

Target group

The course is mainly designed for the people
working, at PETROBRAS. but also includes
participants from external bodies such as the
state environmental agencies, the Brazilian
navy. the Brazilian Docks Company-POR-
TOBRAS and other orranisations that are
directly involved with the sea.

The duration or the ,:ourse is five days,
desianed for both mia ;e ic\ el technicians and
university graduates.

CEMPOL has developed 3.4 courses. in which

836 participants have been trained, 747 from

PETROBRAS and trorn other organisa-
tions.

Contents of the course

introduction to the course

environmental legislation

back-up targets

contention barriers

oil recovery equipment

chemical combat

treatment and final disposal of oil
waste recovered.

Other training events

In 199(1 PETROBRAS developed four courses
and two seminars in which 120 people were
trained. These training events consist of four
courses on: solid waste treatment, residual

water treatment. environmental licensing and



submarine effluent discharge, projects and
seminars on the Amazon as well as

P ETR OB RAS .

C. Angra Nuclear Power Station-
FURNAS

The Brazilian nuclear power plants of Angra
and II are administered by FURNAS. It is a
mixed government and privately owned sub-
sidiary of the ELETROBRAS holding, created
in 1957. It is engaged in electric power genera-
tion and transmission in the southeastern and
part of the central western regions of Brazil.

The energy supplied by FURNAS in 1989 came
from the followina energy sectors:

hydroelectric plants 8,1%

thermal plants 0,7%

nuclear plant 2,2%

purchased and 6%
borrowed power

In 1968, the Brazilian government decided to
enter the field of nuclear power generation
(electricity production) and in the 70s it began
constructing the first nuclear plant of 600 MW
in the Municipality of Angra dos Reis, State of
Rio de Janeiro. Commercial operation started
in January of 1985.

Two other plants (Angra 3 and Angra 4) are
under construction to be completed in 1995
and 1998 respectively. The three units together
will produce 3,116 MW, utilising uranium
dioxide (UO2), enriched to about three per
cent of U-235.

All activities carried out durint: the design, con-
struction and operational phases of nuclear
facilities in Brazil are licensed and controlled
by the National Nuclear Energy Commission-
CNEN. The plant is also controlled by the
International Atomic En:2NY Agencv-IAEA
and the Institute of Nuclear Power Opera-
tions-INPO.

The plants have a combined set ot passive and
active safety systems to protect the plant and
the surroundint: environment against emer-
aencies.

Tra ining activities

The trainina activities desianed for operators
provided by FURNAS (with the support and
approval of CNEN ) arc identical to those per-
formed for nuclear operators in developed
countries.

In accordance with the existirT standards, ad-
vanced operator training is administered in
Spain and the United States using simulators
with characteristics fully compatible with those
of the ANGRA 1 control room.
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Besides basic training the operators are re-
quired to take. a general course once a year
including the simulation of abnormal and acci-
dent conditions.

Emergency evacuation training

The Brazilian Civil Defense and FURNAS
have sub-divided the nuclear power plant
direct influence area into three emergency
planning zones-ZPE. The first area is

denominated ZPE 5 km (radius), the second
ZPE 10 km and the third ZPE 15 km, as seen
in the scheme below:

ZPE 15

Angra Nuclear Power Station

The above-mentioned orfanisations have
started training activities for these areas and
give information regarding emergency situa-
tions that might arise with the plant.

Emergency evacuation trainino has been car-
ried out mainly by the Brazilian army which
divided the trainino activities into three dif-

ferent staoes. The first involved only 100 sol-
diers who simulated a short evacuation scheme

of the area.

The second trainmy session in\ of\ ed 1,00u

volunteers from the ZPE 5km area. The

simulation lasted a \\ hole da \ and was or
ganised by various bodies at the federal. state
and municipal levels e.g. ci il defense, fire
brigade. FEE:AA-State Environment Or-

ganisation. public i'w ,..ma.im-CTC. corn-

munication enterprises and other support
bodies).

The third training event is planned to be the
"grand emergency simulation". It will be held in
the near future involving thc entire population
of the ZPEs-5. 10 and 15 km. The simulation
will involve around 64.000 people living in
these areas.

FURNAS and the Civil Defense have under-
taken several conferences and talks includina
the distribution or folders on environmental
procedures in emergencies.

This campaign involved the whole population
of the ZPE's areas shown below:
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Area Conferences Students Adults Total

ZPE-5 25 1046 818 1865

ZPE- 1 0 16 499 412 911

ZPE-15 74 5380 1671 7051

Total 115 6925 2901 9827

Public infonnation

The plant has a public information centre that
provides visitors with information concerning
its operational system through display panels,
educational films, audio-visual aids, scale
models and illustrative boards. The centre also
includes an auditorium for lectures and film
projections.

FURNAS delivers and takes part in lectures at
enterprises, trade unions and associations. It
also promotes tours of the nuclear facilities and
keeps frequent contact with local municipal
governmental authorities in Angra dos Reis
and other municipalities, for daily reports on
the plant's performance and activities.

FURNAS is also planning_ to develop an infor-
mation booklet to he used as an environmental

education instrument in municipal schools in
the region. It has also developed an environ-
mental information programme for municipal
school teachers regarding the plant's activities.

D. National Nuclear Energy
Commission-CNEN

CNEN is considered as an interface between
the International Atomic Energy Agency-
IAEA and all Brazilian organisations that
develop and utilise nuclear energy.

IAEA forms a part of the United Nations sys-
tem and provides development assistance in
numerous fields where nuclear techniques
offer advantages over others or serve as valu-
able adjuncts to them.
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The areas in which IAEA provides technical
support are: health, agriculture, industry,

hydrology, radiation protection, environmen-
tal monitoring, generation of electricity and

enemy in general. IAEA focusses assistance
mainly on developing countries. It has sup-
ported CNEN in developing several projects in
Brazil, many of which have a direct bearing on
the environment. These projects have been
training people in Brazil and abroad as seen
below:

Project BRA/0/010 - Isotope aided studies in
the Brazilian Amazon
This project was mainly developed to continue
quantitative dynamic studies of the water cycle
over the Amazonian Basin, both on regional
and local scales.

The main objectives of the project are the
immediate evaluation of the existing situation,
determi,iation of short term chanzes and ef-
fects on the ecosystem and recommendations
for future action. This action includes sus-
tainable crop production in the Amazonian
region, rational u:e of water sources as well as
the implementa don of an environmental
monitoring system for land use development.

The project has installed laboratories,
developed research . in the ailricultural field and

trained personnel for the planned work.

Ten people from the project have been sent
abroad for trainirT in research institutions and

universities.

Project BRA:5;023 - Studies on pesticide
residue in food and the environment
The main objective of the project is to identify

thc residues arising from pesticides use in the
soil. plants. food and animals by means of radio-

chemistry and other imalvtical techniques.

Project BRA'9/017 - Safety analysis: Angra
nuclear power plant Units 1 and 2
The main objective is to impro\ e experience
and capability of CN EN staff in safety analysis

review and inspection of the plants.

Project BRA/9/028 - Radioactive effluent
monitoring
Three people are to be trained in the evalua-
tion of radiology impact on the environment
due to liquid and gaseous release from nuclear
installations.

Project BRA/9/029 -Emergency and prepared-
ness
This project aims to test emergency plans and
to establish a training programme for radiologi-
cal protection for off-site response and to com-
plete technical guides relating to emergency
responses. The fields of activity are radiation
protection, safety of reactors, environmental
protection and emergency planning and

preparedness.

Project BRA/9/031 - Emergency dose assess-
ment
The expressed purpose of this project was to
strengthen local capability for dose assessment
and atmospheric dispersion during nuclear
power plant accidents.

Four fellowships have been allocated to train
people from the project abroad.

Project BRA/9/033 - Licensing and surveil-
lance of nuclear facilities
This project provides technical support for
training and development of professional
capability at the Brazilian regulatory agency as
related to control, surveillance, accident

prevention and licensing procedures for

nuclear installations.

Project BRA:9'034 - Medical and environmen-
tal aspects of the Goania accident
Ten people are being trained abroad to enable
them to make an evaluation of the 137 Cs

(cesium ) dispersion in the environment and
carry out biomass studies on individuals in-
volved in the accident. The fields of activity of

the project are environmental protection,
radiation protection, and post-accident en-
vironmental monitoring.



Project BRA/9/035 - Radiation protection in
medical practice
Its purpose is to implement basic radiation
protection principles in the medical area
through systematic quality control and quality
assurance programmes. This project is to estab-
lish a national inventory and control system for
radiation sources and to train medical and ad-
ministrative staff.

Institute for Radiation Protection and
Dosimetry-IRD

IRD was created in 1960 to supervise the Na-
tional Nuclear Energy Commission-CNEN as
regards radiation security.

The basic activities carried out by IRD are the
following:

operational nuclear control

effluent control, environmental im-
pact assessment-EIA and radio-ecol-
ogy research.

radio-diagnosis. nuclear medicine,
radio-therapy and plant analysis

operational conditions evaluation
and control of medical and industrial
ionizing radiation.

environmental monitoring

evaluation of personal:population
contamination

national and international technical-
scientific co-operation

technical training

Trainittg Scietaijic Support
Departmem-DET-1C

DETAC is in charge of supporting activities
such as trainin, research control. orientation
of post-graduate theses. know -how exchanl,e.
dissemination of information and technical-
scientific data.

DETAC has a research and training division
responsible for improving technical knowledge
as well as training external personnel from the
industrial and health sectors.

The division also develops courses, seminars,
congresses, conferences and internships under
technical co-operation agreements with other
institutions.

It has a post-graduate commission to support
the development of master and doctoral theses
in the institute or other training institutions/
universities in Brazil or abroad.

From 1980 to 1989 IRD gave 186 courses (in-
cluding other events) and trained 5,084 people.
IRD has a group of 40 courses of which eight
are related to environmental issues as seen
below:

Nuclear power plant security

Nuclear emergency

Evacuation of Angra do Reis town

Workshop on radiation protection

Field work monitoring

Radiation protection and environ-
mental impact

Regional course for Latin America in
the determination of radiation in en-
vironmental and food sampling

A seminar has also been carried out on the
environmental and sanitary importance of
mercury pollution in gold mining.

People trained

IRD has been training people from the Minis-
try of Public Works to control the use of radia-
tion machines that are normally used in
hospitals, laboratories and private clinics. It has
also trained the fire brigade, armed forces,
health officers and medical doctors, school
teachers and university professors and several
participants with other university degrees.
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E. Brazilian Agriculture Research
Enterprise-EMBRAPA

EMBRAPA was created in 1973 by the Minis-
try of Agriculture. It has a basic slogan "re-
search begins and ends with farmers", meaning
that the responsibility has spread well beyond
the limits of the laboratories and experimental
fields.

Two goals were set by EMBRAPA. The first

was aimed at training agricultural personnel in
different fields at the best centres in Brazil and
abroad. This allowed the establishment of corn-

petency paradigms in comparable terms with
the best existing farming research. The second
was aimed at developing a multifaceted tech-
nological base to relate several ecosystems.

These would then be adapted to the different
technological standards adopted by farms
throughout the country.

The research and training fields that
EMBRAPA has focused on are grain, fiber,
fruit and vegetables, soil and seeds, natural
resources and the environment, technology
development and cattle farming.

EMBRAPA commands 42 research institu-
tions which, when combined with the national
research centres, adds up to 96 units. One of its

main policies is to play a leadership role in
"green" technology research and training, by

reconciling ecological problems with the need
for food production.

Research ana training centres

EMBRAPAs agricultural research co-opera-
tive system centres are:

National Prod ution Research
Centre-CNPP

Regional Natural Resource Research
Centre-CRPRN

Nationai Specitic Research Centres-
CNPI

Service and Support Research Units-
USAP

SLate Executive Research Units-

UEPAE

Research State Institutions-IEP

The above research centres have been
developing training programmes specially for
EMBRAPAs technical staff. A good example
is the National Programme of Forest Research-
PNPF developed in conjunction with the
former Brazilian Institute of Forestry-IBDF
( now IBANIAi.

The basic objective ot the programme is to

stimulate and execute research activities in the
field of forestry. This programme was further
extended to other research oroanisations as
well as governmental universities leg. Univer-



sitv of Sao Paulo-USP and Federal University
of Viiosa-UFV), including private universities,
institutions and a great number of farmers.

Courses offered by the research centres

EMBRAPAs research centres offer several
courses related to agricultural and cattle farm-
ing development and many of these courses,
although they do not contain the word environ-
ment (or environmentally related terms),
nevertheless include environmental theory
and practice.

The courses, seminars, talks and meetings for
1991 were:

Seminar on agro-forestry system im-
plantation

Seminar on biological control for fun-
gus and nematoides

Agricultural defense (environmental
impact)

Biological control an agriculture ac-
tivities

Soil biology as an important com-
ponent in agriculture production

Post-graduate course on soil micro-

Ecological tourism course

Fourth meeting on biologic control of
plant disease

In 1990 EMBRAPAs training programme of-
fered 13 training courses (out of 205 courses
specifically on agricultural subjects) on en-
vironmental issues. For the training
programme in 1991 ten new environmental
courses were added representing an increase
of 11 per cent of all courses offered by the
enterprise.

National Programme on Bio-Technology and
Agriculture Development -PNPBA

This programme seeks to develop research ac-
tivities and train people in animal health,
molecular and celular biology, food technology
and fermentation, soil biology and plant sanita-
tion. It involves several research centres in-
cluding universities such as UFRJ, UNICAMP,
USP, ESALQ, UFV and UPRS. The activities
of the programme are centralised in the Centre
for Genetic and Bio-technology-CENAR-
GEM, with the following objectives:

to develop bio-technology methods to
bc used in agriculture, agro-industry
and cattle farming production.

biology to develop productive bio-technology
models.

Green agricultural fertilizers

Meeting on the evaluation and
biological control of insects

Third seminar on environmental
agriculture and cattle farming ac-
tivities

Course on environmental dynamics of
herbicides in the soi!

Agriculture and the environment

Multi-disciplinary meeting on soil
conservation and manaocment

Five meetinos or. soil conservation
and mandgemcr

Soil

to help establish a global bio-technol-
ogy policy in Brazil.

National Inigation Research Centre-CNPAI

The centre develops research and training ac-
tivities on climate, soils, ecology, botany,
genetics, agricultural engineering and energy.

National Agricultural Research Centre-
CNPDA

The main objective of this centre is to promote
and co-ordinate the development of scientific
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and technological knowledge in the following
areas:

biological control of insects and pests

environment protection

health analysis of food

National Forestry Research Centre-CNPF

The centre is in charge of developing the Na-
tional Forestry Programme-PNPE which aims
to develop forestry economic research, wood
quality research, seedling research and know-
how in wood eneraN.

Semi-arid Research Centre-CPATSA

The centre was created to study the different
natural resources and socio-economic ac-
tivities in the Brazilian semi-arid reaion. The
basic aim of the centre is to generate know-how
in agriculture and cattle farming technology. It

also develops research in the relationship be-

tween plants-water-solids-animals and the en-
vironment.

Humid-tropic Agriculture Research Centre

The centre was created to study the different

natural resources and socio-economic ac-
tivities in the Brazilian tropical humid region.
The basic aim of the centre is to generate
know-how in agriculture and cattle farming
technokwy. It also develops research in the
relationship between plants-water-solids-
animals and the environment.

Centre for Agncuiturai Reearch rc Port-
land! Retri(In-CP-IP

The centre is developinL1 ;in environmental
preservation nroaramme to reach an equi-

librium between natural resources exploitation
with low environmental deoradation.

F. Technical Assistance and Rural
Organisation-EMATER-MG

EMATER's basic aim is to develop agricultural
production and productivity. This includes the
improvement of the income of farmers and
improvement in the quality of life of the rural
family.

There is normally one EMAIER for every
Brazilian State. Each State contains regional
and local offices located mainly in the agricul-
tural production areas.

Lack of time only permitted contact with the
EMATER5 from the State of Minas Gerais
regarding environmental education and train-
ing experience, as shown below:

Energy

development of bio-energy in agricul-
tural activities

development of energy network in
rural areas

support for alternative sources of
energy development

Agricultural economy

development of aaricultural infra-

structures.

decrease in agricultural production
costs.

implementation of rural administra-
tion, marketina and agricultural supp-
ly.

Other areas in which EMATER has been
providing assistance have been: forest and
reforestation, irriaation and drainaae, soil con-
servation in aaricultural practice. mechanisa-
tion of rural areas. quality of life of the rural

population and storage facilities for rural
production.



ENIATER has also been developing studies to
reduce the use of auicultural chemicals in
ordcr to protect crop production, preservation
of water sources, preservation of green areas
in farms and to match rural development with
environmental preservation.

The Organisation has been assisting a wide
range of people as seen in the table below:

Public

agricultural
producers

youth

leaders

rural women

workers

total

period of 1985/88

210,000

108,000

19,500

100,000

50,000

487,500

EMATER depends financially on the Federal
and State governments including certain
municipalities of Minas Gerais. The economic
constraints from which the Brazilian Federal
government suffers are affecting all
governmentally-owned organisations directly
(and indirectly). Therefore EMAFER's budget
has been lowered considerably, affecting not
only the development of normal agricultural
programmes but also the execution of training
activities.

EMATER's training division has planned
several reforestation proarammes for Minas
Gerais. The following programmes are await-
ing financial support:

Reforestation
farms

to produce wood in

Reforestation Cor local rural projects

Reforestation of the Gi :en River
Basin

Forest for the Environment Project-
FLORAM

Rubber ti L.:L. de% eiopmen:

Reforesta:ion of micro-basins

Development and conservation
forestry programme

Reforestation in farms

Reforestation programme for small
farmers

These programmes will all together reforest
around 4,310 hectares (43 km2), to compensate
for the area deforested by several industries
such as pulp and paper, iron industrial plants,
ceramics, cement and bakeries. It is also es-
timated that the programmes will benefit
around 617,200 farmers through 500 local
EMATER offices.

The training activities will be divided into prac-
tical and theoretical classes. The practical clas-
ses will involve planting techniques,
conservation measures and seedling techni-
ques. The theoretical classes will consist of
ecological notions on reforestation, soil con-
servation and water improvement.

Training activities

EMATER has developed training programmes
for several Brazilian organisations such as the
Brazilian Association for Charcoal-
ABRACAVE, iron industrial plants, Brazilian
Institute for the Environment and Natural
Resources-IBAMA, including the Food and
Agriculture Organization-FAO. It has also
provided training for urban and rural municipal
school teachers.

Training activities developed by EMATER
may have the following steps: a particular
enterprise (for instance ABRACAVE)
provides infrastructures such as transport.
agricultural chemicals, seedlings and other
materials for local farmers.

The farmers execute reforestation activities on
their farms. EMATER provides technical assis-
tance and training activities on reforestation
practices.
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The wood produced by the reforestation
schemes is sold for the charcoal based iron
plants. Some plants also have been developing

Private Enterprise

FIBRFICAUE

Fertilizers
Transport
Seedling

reforestation projects with technical assistance
from EMATER. EMATER works as follows:

EMATER
Training and Technical

Assistance

FARMERS

Another trairing activity developed by

EMATER was executed in conjunction with
IBAMA, the Federal University of Viçosa-
UFV and the rubber industry. These bodies set

EMATER

MAMA
UFO

Rubber Industry

Reforestation
Project

Iron
I ndustri al ll
Plants

up a training course for the local EMATER
office representatives in several municipalities
of Minas Gerais. The course focused on rubber
tapping techniques was planned as follows:

EMATER

Local Offices

After the positive feed-back of the course it
was then applied as an experimental model to
be executed later in other municipalities.

"Rio Verde" Green River Basin
Training Experience

The sub-committee Rio \ cide Basin is

formed of several ori:anisat ions related directly
and indirectlY to the environment. These or-
l!anisations norm" oi\c technical advice and
often provide material resources (e.Q.

laboratory sampliml co.tripment). to carry out
environmenta? :,re% cntion and ,:ontrol

Training 25
Rubber Tapper
Farmers

The main concern of the committee is to con-
trol and improve the quantity and quality of the
water from the river.

The committee has periodically undertaken
water analysis from several sampling points
with special emphasis on the lower part of the
river where polluting, elements (e.g. zinc, mer-
cury. chrome, phosphates, manganese. sewer
affluent, eroded soil and other pollutants), are
concentrated. Thc pollution is mainly due to
industrial activities. use of agriculture pes-
ticides and soil erosion.



5117 Seminar on Rio Verde
Hydrographic Basin

In October 1990 a seminar was developed to
discuss reforestation and training for technical
support.

The seminar lasted five days during which local
technicians from EMATER discussed the fol-
lowina topics:

reforestation

importance of economical, social and
ecological reforestation

perspectives of hydrographic basin
reforestation

sanitation

discussion of case studies

results of similar experiences in neigh-
bourina municipalities regarding
reforestations

The committee has also developed seminars on
environmental issues such as water quality, soil
pollution. chemical pollution, erosion and
deforestation. The seminars arc designed for a
large group of people working with the
municipal departments of public works and
health. school teachers. NO0s, environmental
groups, civil defense, school and college stu-
dents, service clubs and enviro mental law of-
fices.

G. Conclusions

Almost all governmental enterprises surveyed
have a department or division dealing with en-
vironmental affairs. Niost of them have a train-
ino department which ornanises environmental
training events mainly for internal staff. The
environmental training events organised and
co-ordinated by these enterprises have normal-
ly invited specialists, including experts and
professors from other institutions and univer-
sities. to ,i_Tive classes. Very little involvement
has been made. in the organisation of these
events. with 1BAM.-\ C% en with the state

environment agencies which have wide ex-
perience with the country's environmental
policies, history and problems.

On the one hand, these enterpries have been
progressively investing more in environmental
training since the end of the last decade, but on
the other hand, there have been severe finan-
cial cuts from the federal government due to
the economic crises the country is going
through.

ELETROBRAS is a good example of invest-
ment in environmental management and con-
trol. In 1989 it had 1,425 people working
directly in environmental activities, of which 37
per cent had university degrees. In the past five
years the company has invested in environmen-
tal courses and seminars which have provided
training for 130 people.

The human resources training division-
SEREC from PETROBRAS has been
developing an environmental specialisation
course in which 75 people were trained be-
tween 1989 and 1991. The company also
trained 836 participants in oil pollution control
organised by CEMPOL and developed several
environmental seminars and short term train-
ing courses in 1990.

EMBRABA has been developing several train-
ing activities since 1973, mainly throuah its
training and research centres. It has also
pioneered alternative research and training in
the field of alternative (natural) methods in
agricultural development, such as integrated
pest manaaement-IPM. soil conservation,
areen fertilizers and bioloaical control of in-
sects.

EMATER has been providina technical assis-
tance and trainina events for farmers about
energy ( alternative sources of energy such as
wind, sun and water), agriculture economy and
environmental recuperation in the rural arca
of Minas Gerais State.

The nuclear power plant Angra I and II has
been frequently criticised by the scientific corn-



munity and the public in general for its location
and lack of infrastructure for emergency situa-
tions. Despite this, according to FURNAS, it
has one of the most secure systems in the world.

It has been carrying out several environmental
training and education activities not only for its
own staff but also for the population that lives
around the plant's installations.

CNEN and IRD are not very well known or-
ganisations in the environmental area but have
been performing, several important training

events related directly and indirectly to the
subject.

The Vale do Rio Doce Company-CVRD, a
large half private and half governmentally-
owned enterprise, has been developing
remarkable environmental management and
control activities at the Ferro Carajcs
Programme-PFC in the Amazon region. But
no environmental training event has been or-
ganised by the company, which normally sends
its employees to external training events.



VI. Vocational training and the environment

Brazilian vocational training in environmental
subjects is mainly developed by the National
Industrial Teaching Service - SENAI which has
key schools working with specific training
programmes in different states. These schools
are mainly the Industrial Leather Processing
School, the Technical Sanitation School, the
Centre for Chemical and Textile Industrial
Technoloay CETIQT and the Centre for
Chemical Teaching - CISBC.

This chapter approaches training activities re-
lated to the Brazilian workers' organisations
and a case study from a small municipal waste
recycling plant.

A. SENAI

SENAI is run by the Brazilian National In-
dustry Confederation. Each of its regional
departments (there is one in each State) comes
under the State Industry Federation.

The basic aim of SENAI is to train workers in
the industrial sector. It has 500 training centres
and 270 mobile training units which offer cour-
ses in 300 different occupations. Up to now
SENAI has trained around 12 million tech-
nicians all over the country including some
students from other Latin American countries.

SENA 1 ann ziw environment

SENAI has developed environmental control
know-how through international co-operation
..vith the United Nations Industrial Develop-
ment Organisation UNIDO and the United
Nations Development Programme UNDP

The main training uree de ei,Ted are effluent
control in the tanning industry. food

production, chemical industry, textile industry
and, more recently, sewage treatment.

The technical co-operation programme has
enabled SENAI to develop specialised
laboratories, pilot plants and laboratories
capable of moving to distant operational areas.

Over the last decade SENAI has developed a
number of projects, as seen below, to help
industries mitigate environmental degrada-
tion:

Project BRA/80/166 - Establishment
of a pilot tannery effluent treatment
plant

Project 11RA1871024 - Mitigation of
environmental pollution caused by
agro-industries in the southern region
of Brazil

Project BRA1871033 - Effluent treat-
ment in the textile industry

These projects have achieved extremely satis-
factory results which can be measured by the
following data:

a group of 34 technicians trained in
the design and operation of effluent
treatment plants.

around 300 industries served by a
technical assistance proaramme,
reachina 16 states in various regions
of Brazil.

creation of 23 effluent
plants designed by the
group.

treatment
technical

the establishment of a tannery ef-
fluent pilot plant in Estancia Velha.
Rio Grande do Sul State.



the establishment of five operational
effluent laboratories located in Rio de
Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Paranzl, Santa
Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul.

The Brazilian industrial sector has benefited
extensively from SENAI's experience, tech-
noloaical assistance and training activities.
People from Africa and other Latin America
countries have also been trained by the SENAI
system.

Effluent treatment in leather
tanning industries

In Brazil, the tanning industries discharge ap-
proximately 20 million rn3 of liquid effluents in
the environment. These effluents have a very
high bio-chemical oxygen demand-BOD and
high concentrations of chrome and sulphides
which seriously pollute water sources.

It is for this reason that a project to control
efflue.nts in leather industries was developed
with the United Nations Industrial Organisa-
tion - UNIDO to assist the leather industry in
controlling liquid effluents; evaluating the ef-
fective costs of different control systems;
developing training activities for enterprises.
environmental organisations and scientific
societies; developing research programmes
and demonstration programmes to disseminate
technology in the State of Rio Grande do Sul
and other Brazilian States as well as other Latin

American countries.

The project is executed by SENAI's leather
industrial processing school located in the

Piavv pro U t

State of Rio Grande do Sul. The school began
its training activities in 1965 and i: considered
the only one of this type in the whole continent.

Training activities

Training has been carried out to train
specialists to work in effluent control of tan-
ning industries. A total of 26 industries have
been assisted up to now including some en-
vironmental organisations.

The pilot plant has an international standard
that is applicable to the whole of Latin
America. There have also been special training
events conducted away from the pilotschool in
several other states, for example:

a one week debate on effluent control
in leather industries.

seminar on leather industry effluent
control.

technical talk developed for the
Leather Industry Association of the
north-eastern and northern regions of
Brazil, including the employers'
federation of Sao Paulo.

seminar on effluent treatment for the
Industrial and Commercial Associa-
tion of Divinopolis in the State of
Minas Gerais.

A general scheme of the training system
developed by the leather school is outlined
below:

Leather Indusby
School

a.

Finished
Product

orlon
effluent
tr'ealrne nt Piver



The School receives raw materials (raw leather
from local farms). The students learn how to
process the leather and to treat the effluents
from the industrial out-puts. The finished
products are sold in the market and the treated
effluent can be dischamed into water sources
causing no environmental problem.

Technical leather course

This course is Eliven to participants at the
secondary school level with a duration of four
years. full time.

Special technical taming course

This course is given to participants finishiag
secondary school. Thc duration of the course
is two years. full time.

Special courses

These courses are designed for professionals
needing to develop specific knowledge in in-
dustrial processes. The courses on environ-
mental topics arc:

Analytical control of industrial ef-
fluents

Design of a depuration control system

SENAI

Technical
4,ssisstance

1.

Courses
effl!Jent treatment

Maintenance, operation and depura-
tion control system

Basic notions of effluent treatment

Special training programmes

These programmes are designed for variable
activities such as practical and theoretical clas-
ses and internships to improve the skills of
professionals from one or various enterprises.

Intensive leather processing course

This course is developed each year and lasts
two months (120 hours/class), designed for 25
participants.

Moving an effluent treatment laboratory

The leather school also has a mobile laboratory
for providing training activities and technical
assistance to several municipalities not only in
Rio Grande do Sul but also in other States.

This specific training scheme has been working
as follows: the leather industry finances the
setting up of laboratories in universities.

The universities provide technical assistance
and orlzanise training courses (e.g. Basic no-
tions on effluent treatment and chemical
analysis of effluent treatment) as seen in the
scheme below.

LABORATORY

Taning
!ndustries

=11111MIM11.11M.,

Financial support
Laboratories in
Universities



SENAI supports the scheme by providing not
only technical assistance for the above men-
tioned industries with a mobile laboratory, but
also by structuring training courses.

Pro ject BRA'S 7/024/99/A/1 SENAI/UNDP -
Decreasing environmental degradation caused
by agro-industries in the south of Brasil

SENAI also provides technical assistance and
organises training activities for agro-industrial
plants for milk . meat and oil. including the wine
and candy/sweets industries.

The basic objective of the project is to decrease
environmental impacts caused by these in-
dustries by controlling liquid effluents and solid
waste.

The training activities of the project are to train
responsible technicians for the analytical con-
trol of an effluent treatment system and train
responsible people to operate the effluent
treatment system.

Students' profile after training

After corryleting the courses the students are
capable of executing the following tasks:

programming an industrial produc-
tion system

establishing a flow chart system

working in laboratory tests

cantrolling production quality

elaborating technical reports

developing rminuals and folders desig
nated for the training of personnel

controling the .1ualit% of raw -

materials

giving technical assistance to en-
gineers and other professionals

Pollution control of ago-industries

The leather school has also been developing
training activities in environmental control of
agro-industries. It has trained ten students in
agro-industry effluent analysis and two tech-
nicians from two agro-industries in effluent
analysis.

The pilot plant in Santa Catarina State has
trained three technicians from three agro-in-
dustries in laboratory characterisation of in-
dustrial refuse, effluent flow determination
and analytical control of effluent treatment
systems.

The pilot plant in Paranit State has undertaken
the following training activities:

trained 18 students in effluent opera-
tion process and treatment.

trained 12 students in effluent treat-
ment and analytical control

trained 22 professors from the Tech-
nical Sanitation School on effluent
treatment.

trained one technician from the tan-
nery from Curitiba, capital of Paran6
State, on chemical oxygen demand
analysis.

Technical Sanitation School

In conjunction with SENAI. UNDP developed
an Industrial Effluent Treatment Project which
permitted the creation of the first sanitation
school in Brazil in 1987.

The school is located in the State of Parana and
was set up to develop training courses for

medium level students of different enterprises,
in order to improve their knowledge and skills
in sewage treatment, and of both municirl and
public sewage plants.



Training programme

The training programme developed at the
school is sub-divided into four stages.

In the first (A) the students learn basic subjects
such as mathematics, chemistry, physics and
hydro-biology. In the second stage (B) first
semester - the students learn to operate and
monitor a water treatment plant. The third
stage (C) second semester - they learn to
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operate a sewage plant. These three stages add
up to 1,400 hours/class or two semesters. After
the course the students have to undertake a
practical working period (D) of 720 hours at a
sewage treatment plant (e.g. industrial plant)
in order to apply what they have learned in real
conditions.

Training, stages A, B, C and D are outlined
below:

Pilot plant Laboratory

Theorical and practical classes
(Physical and Chemical Lab)

The course is entirely free and the students may
receive a scholarship durinz the school period.
Food and accommodation are paid for by the
student or sponsored by the enterprises to
which they are linked.

The school has classrooms with audio-visual
materials, laboratories for analysis, a water dis-
tribution network, water pumping systems, a
water treatment station. stabilisation lagoon
and "Imhoff' tank for practical classes.

Some of participants iue irom governmental
water sanitation companies or from industrial
plants. The others are unemployed and are
sele- ted according to ft ir school attainment,

SENAI has also provided courses to the
Feaeral University of Parana UFPa in order
to qualify students from the engineering school
in water sanitation treatment. It has also
prepared training packages for private and
governmental organisations,

Work

Theorical and practical classes
(bacteriological/chemical Lab)

Environmental Control Training Centre

SENAI is developing a project to set up a
training and consultancy centre at the Techni-
cal Sanitation School. The centre will work
with soil, air and water pollution control with
emphasis on the following areas:

analysis of water and soil residues (e.g.
metal and agyotoxics).

analysis of solid residues (e.g. domes-
tic wastes).

air pollution analysis (e.L,.. agro-in-
dustricsj.

Effluent treatment in the chemical
indunrv

In 1985 SENAI created a Centre for Chemical
leaching in Sao Bernardo do Campo, State of
Sao Paulo. Its main objective is to train people
and improve know-how ia the field of chemical
industrial processes. The centre was set up



mainly due to lack of technicians in this specific
field in the Brazilian labour market.

The centre was strateOcally developed in the
above-mentioned city because of the high con-
centration of chemical industries (around 86
per cent of all chemical industries in Brazil in
1984/85 were located there).

As for environmental training, the centre has
facilities for effluent treatment of metallic sur-
faces and a bio-digestor. It has also developed
a technical co-operation contract with the
Company for Technological Development and
Pollution Control-CETESB, which provides
courses and technical assistance in industrial
pollution control.

The centre also has a mobile laboratory unit

installed on a truck to provide technical assis-
tance and training, for enterprises.

Centre for Chemical and Textile
Industrial Technolog - CETIQT

The textile industry in Brazil is considered to
he one of the most important productive sec-
tors. It is formed by around 5.000 industries (I 1

per cent are large scale, 21 per cent are medium

scale and 68 per cent arc small scale plants).

In 1984 it was estimated that around 80 per
cent to 90 per cent of these industries dis-
charud polluting effluents in water sources

Enuironment
Training Course

generating several negative environmental im-
pacts. For this reason SENAI and UNIDO
developed a training project to process and
control solid and liquid refuse from these in-
dustries.

Training workers

Training activities at CETIQT aim to train
people responsible for:

analytical control of existing systems.

an effluent treatment plant.

work in the (effluent control) labour
market.

Training systems developed

CETIQT has developed two types of training
activities. The first is when an expert in effluent
control systems in the textile industry is invited
to give a specific course on effluent treatment
for SENAI's professors. The expert may come
from a national environmental organisation or
university, or even from an international in-
stitution.

SENAI is still in the process of learning and
adapting classical technologies from developed
countries, therefore the know-how acquired
during the training event is used to structure
rezular courses for students as seen in the
scheme below:

CETIQT
professors

5

SEND!
students

Labour Market
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The second type of training is when CETIQT
trainers participate in external training courses
developed by other organisations (c g. State
environmental organisations or universities).

EHPERT -> from SENRI
[Training trainers

After the course the trainers organise a train-
ing course to transfer the know-how to their
students. This training process is seen below:

First training course in textile effluent
treatment

This course was designed for three different
groups. The first for effluent treatment
managers at medium and university level, the
second for students with complete schooling
(primary and secondary) and the third for
SENAI's technical students.

Training progiwntne for 1991

The following courses were provrammed
1991:

Environmental legislation

Preliminary treatment

Primary treatment

Secondary ( biological; treatment

Slime treatment and mananement

Analytical control

Maintenance. security and hygiene

Pollution reduction techniques

for

Adaptation of
know how

Training SENA!
students

Labour market

HOW are training needs identified?

Environmental problems (c.g. water pollution)
caused by textile industries require corrective
measures. For this reason the Brazilian govern-
ment has passed laws and norms to control the
problems.

The new environmental regulations normally
require new technologies and know-how to
control environmental problems. The im-
plementation of new technologies usually
demands the organisation of training events to
train workers to operate environmental con-
trol schemes.

As a consequence. SENAI has sct up several
training events to match the new governmental
regulations on effluent control of' textile in-
dustries.

CET1QT has set up several courses on effluent
control normally based on previous training
experience and know-how gained from techni-
cal assistance provided by the orranisation to
firms and industries.



This training scheme is seen below:

'1,1Enuironmental
Problems

1".11

Environmental
Legislation

>
Know how from
other courses

Two different types of courses have been
developed by the centre. The first is specifically
for workers from industries to be trained in
certain industrial effluent control and treat-
ment techniques (e.g. biological treatment,
chemical treatment and others), from textile
industries. In this case the duration of the
course is 40 hours/class designed for 15 par-
ticipants.

The second type of course is provided for un-
employed students. In this case the duration of
the course is 36 hoursiclass designed for 30

participants.

Thc experience gained in these courses is also

used to develop training packages contracted
by private firms and industries.

Students have all possible facilities in the train-
ing courses for practicing and learning new
techniques. The classes use audio-visual dis-
plays such as videos, slides and overlays.

CETIQT also has an integrated laboratory net-
work (e.g. effluent laboratory, fibre laboratory.
physical experimental laboraton. colour
analysis laboratory and chemical experimental
laboratory ) structured for iraininc' activities
and technical assistan,:e.

Last but not icast. trainin :,ctivities developed
by CETIQT are part ot a technical assistance
strategy provided to industry by offering first
technical assistance and :nen devJoping a
training package specially designed tor the in-

dustrial plant e.g. biological treatment ef-

ficiency for medium le% cl industrial plant

INeed for specific
training

Elaboration of
training course

B. Workers' organisations

During the survey in Brazil three workers' or-
ganisations were approached. The first the Na-
tional Agricultural Workers Organisation and
Confederation CONTAG in Brasilia, the
second was the Workers Central Union - CUT
and the third was the General Workers Con-
federation - CGT, both located in the State of
Sao Paulo.

CONTAG

The first organisation affirmed that no en-
vironmental training activities were currently
being developed or planned for the future.
They mentioned that in 1986 some meetings
were held with the Brazilian Institute for
Natural Resources and Environment IBAMA
( formerly the Federal Environment Agency -
SEMA) in order to begin setting up an environ-
mental course for workers, but due to political
decisions and changes in the aovernment the
course was not organised.

CUT

The second orTanisation also affirmed that no
trainina course was being organised by them
and that all tr.:Ming events (e.g. work and

security ) were normally developed by the
metalworking unions. However. they also
stated that ecologicai topics were sometimes
evoked in these courses.

7f,



CGT

The third organisation affirmed that they also
did not organise environmental training
events. But they highlighted a training effort in
the State of Rond6nia in the Amazon region in
which the local workers' organisation had pres-
sured a multinational Brazilian/Canadian Min-
ing Enterprise - BRASCAN into developing
reforestation activities in the areas in which
they had developed mining activities. At that
time there was also a discussion about creating
a training centre for workers in the that area.

They also mentioned that a training centre
would be developed as a joint venture of 80
different enterprises developing different
projects in the arca.

Seminar on Environment and Development

The only environmental event identified as
being related to union activities was the Semi-
nar on Environment and Development or-
ganised by the National Confederations of
Commerce. Industry, Agriculture and Interna-
tional Commerce.

The seminar was held to discuss the role of
participation of these confederations in the
United Nations Environment and Develop-
ment Conference ECO- 2. prourammed for
June 1992 in Brazil.

The seminar involved six panels in which the
following topics were discussed:

Panel 1
The relationship hem een the fovern-
ment and the private sector regardino
environmental questions

Panel 2
The Amazon and its national and in-
ternational aspects

Panel 3
International commerce and the en-
vironment

Panel 4
Public cpinion and the environment

Panel 5
Environmental management

Panel 6
Technology and financial resources in
sustainable development

The participants were mainly high-level
decision makers from the government and
private organisations such as the Minister of
Industry and Commerce, the presidents of the
National Confederations, directors of in-
dustries, the Federal Environment Secretary,
the General Secretary of the Organisation of
American States - OAS, the Brazilian repre-
sentative of ECO-92 and other participants
and organisations.

C. Environmental labour training at
the municipal level

The Town Hall of Arraial do Cabo (a small
town with approximately 10,000 inhabitants,
located in the northern part of Rio de Janeiro
State), has implemented a small scale wiste
recycling and composting plant, executed by
the State Environment -...ngineering Founda-
tion FEEMA.

The basic objective of the project was to in-
struct technicians from the town hall on how to
install and operate a waste recycling plant for
urban and domestic wastes. The plant has been
running for seven months.

The project is very simple and is operated by 50
workers (earning around US 100 per month
each ). It selects materials such as plastics.
paper. and glasses including organic materials
for compost production. After separation.
these materials arc sold to he recycled and
re-utilised by specific industries.

This scheme is outlined on the next page:



Training workers

Domestic wastes Waste collection
W0310 PI 0L0331111) plant

Materials sold
to industries

All the workers were trained by 17h.EMA to
operate the plant. which caters to around 20
thousand inhabitants from the municipalities
of Arraial do Cabo and Monte Branco.

D. Conciusions

Environmental labour training is recent in
Brazil and very few organisations in the country
are involved in it. These arc mainly SENA',
CETESB and FEFMA. although some small
examples have also been developed by state
environmental agencies.

SENAI's training system is of a high standard,
comparable to the best European and North
American training institutions. It has progres-
sively been introducing environmental training
events into its programme for the past decade.
The main areas with which it has been dealing

are effluent control and treatment of tan-
neries, textile industries. chemical industries
and more recently effluent and solid wastes
from agro-industries. I: has been training stu-
dents from all over Brazi.. in addition to those

from other Latin Ameri,:an countries and

preparing them for the .:abour market. It has
also provided technie,11 ,issistance for in-

dustries and trained w..:ers on special ef-
fluent xntrol schemes.

In 1965 SENAI founded a leather industrial
processing school in Rio Grande do Sul w hich

is providing several courses on effluent control

and has assisted 26 indusaaes and several en-

vironmental organisntio7v .

Price competition in the international leather
market is very great and environmental control
schemes in tanneries typically increase the
prices of finished products. Before Brazil
started the SENAI-UNIDO effluent control
project (sponsored by the Italian government),
it had a competitive price in the European
market, together with Italy, Germany and
Spain. With the development of training ac-
tivities and the intyciduction of effluent control
schemes in Brazilian leather industries, the
country ended up losing its share in these
foreign markets, but has gained in having less
polluted rivers and environmentally clean in-
dustries.

SENAI has also recently set up effluent treat-
ment pilot plants for agro-industries in Rio
Grande do Sul. Paraná and Santa Catarina.
Prior to 1987 68 students had already been
trained.

Environmental training provided by SENAI is
normally copied or adapted from classical tech-
noloc:es largely used in developed countries.
These arc normally transfered by technical co-
operation projects with international organisa-
tions such as UNIDO and UNDP.

Workers organisations and confederations
such as CUT CGT and CONTAG affirmed
they were doinl, practically nothing in terms of
trainino workers in environmental topics.

A small hut interesting case study was iden-

tified in Arraial do Cabo. a town with 10.000

inhabitants whi;:h is part of the municipality of
Rio de Janeiro. The town hall with its environ-

, Z.1



rnent-oriented programme, has implanted a
waste recycling plant in which 50 people were
trained by the state environment agency

FEEMA, in waste recycling techniques to work
in the plant.



VII. Alternative environmental education
and training

In 1990 there were around 800 NGOs in Brazil
most of thcm engaged in socio-ecological af-

fairs regarding human rights, support for the
poor, support for the negro community, neigh-
bourhood associations and other specifically
oriented activities.

The growing public awareness of environmen-
tal matters, influenced by thc media through
means including the results of environmental
studies carried out by the international scien-
tific community and the forthcoming United
Nations Environment and Development Con-
ference - ECO 92 , has stimulated many small
groups to organise and form entities in helping
preserve and control the environment.

Several groups of NGOs were contacted in
order to see how they are contributing to en-
vironmental training and education in different
parts of Brazil. These organisations were main-

ly the Chico Mendes Memorial and Institute
for Amazon Studies - IEA, Health and Happi-
ness Project. Cultural and Natural Resources
Preservation Society from the Amazon Region

SOPREM, Brazilian Institute for Research
and Environmental Studies - PRO-NATURA
and the Environmental Association for the
Araruama Lagoon Region AN1ARLA.

Other alternative initiatives aiso approached
were the first ccoloTical television in Brazil
"TV Buzios". the environmental and reliaious
linked education project to protect the "caatin-
ga" vegetation develop:2d by the Federal Rural
University of Pernambuco State-UFRP. the
Alternex computer ,:ommunication network
includim, the environmental trainintl -ctivities

developed with prisoners from the Agricul-
ture-Colony State Prison located in the State
of Rio Grande do Sul.

A. Chico Mendes Memorial

Chico Mendes was a rubber tapper who led a
movement against the destruction of the
Amazon forest and the disruption of the forest
community. He was assassinated on 2 Decem-
ber 1988 by local cattle range farmers.

The memorial was created in 1989 and is local-
ized in the Gutierez park (a small reminder of
the tropical rain forest), in the city of Curitiba
, State of Parana,. Both the memorial and the
Institute for Amazonian Studies IEA (which
is responsible for developing cultural and
educational studies in the Amazonian region),
are administered by the municipalities of
Curitiba.

Il'hat can be seen in the park?

Several interestina things can be seen in the
park. For instance the mineral water fountain
can be used by locals for their drinking needs.
There is also an exact copy of an "Amazonian
school". that is made of natural materials (e.g.
tree trunks and palm tree leaves), brought spe-
cially from the Amazon forest.

The school is being used to teach local people
hm to read and write including meetings and
environmental education classes for children.



The general idea of the project is to inform
locals about the Amazon community and their
daily lives in the Amazon forest.

There is also a"tapiri", a typical habitat of the
Amazon rubber tapper and his family just be-
side the Amazonian school. The combination
of school and house is called "colocacao", which
is normally set up beside an "iguarape", a small
creek that provides water for the "colocacao".

Part of the forest in the park is open to the
publicas a leisure area as well as for environ-
mental education. The other part is closed for
preservation and maintenance of Ho-diversity.

The memorial has a building (200m2) with
several rooms such as a library, exhibition hall
and conference room. The buildina is currently
used for four sub-projects:

Environmental vmrkshops: theatre,
zames. body Lin_otia oe. and literature

Information and training: training
for people to ark in environmental
education throuoh seminars, talks,
panels and debates.

Art and the environment: uses several
means of artistic communication to
illustrate environmental problems in
modern society. mainly through
videos. films, theatre. dance and
music.

Study of the Gutierez forest and sur-
rounding areas: studies ',he Cauna and

flora from the forest and encourages
participants to make friends with
people living in the surrounding
areas. It also has a photo exhibition
hall with a permanent exhibition
about the life of the forest people in
the Amazon region.

B. institute for Amazonian
Studies - lEA

The institute is also located in Gutierez park
and has been developing a number of activities
such as research on the Amazon region, sup-
porting pro-Amazon movements and dissemi-
natina information about the region.

It has worked and produced studies in recent
years with the Environmental Defense Fund -
EDF, an NGO situated in the US.

Both the Chico Mendes Memorial and IEF are
located in Curitiba for several strategic
reasons. For instance access to information is
easy, public opinion is well formed. the pos-
sibility of raising funds is better and because the
area is located close to where biQ Brazilian
enterprises work and where some important
governmental decisions arc made regarding
national development action.

The institute also supports the creation of ex-
traction reserves in the Amazon reijon includ-
irT activities developed by the National
Council of Rubber Tdppers - CNS.
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Projects developed by lEA

IEA has developed tv.o basic projects related
to cultural and environmental education ac-
tivities and the recuperation of the environ-
rnent. The first project aims at qualifying the
people that live around the park in environ-
mental matters. This is done by integrating
them in environmental activities such as tree
planting, fauna observation and waste recy-
cling.

The project has also developed several ac-
tivities to improve the public perception of
environmental affairs such as public classes.
slides, video shows and debates on environ-

mental issues.

Environmental education activities have in-

volved the participation of local associations,
unions. universities as well as public and private

schools.

IEA has undertaken training in: eco-develop-
ment: the Amazon and its inhabitants and so-
cial movements; rural/urban environmental
problems: Gaia the possibility of being oursel-

ves; extraction reserves and tropical humid
forests.
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The IEAs environmental recuperation
project, for instance, has undertaken several
activities and discussions on topics such as the
relationship of plants with human beings (so-
cial-plant relationship), flower surveys, plant-
ing of native species in forest areas and the
study of tropical forests.

Resources for LEA

Financial resources given for IEA are mainly
from humanitarian funds, international foun-

dations and enterprises, NGOs, and
governmental organisations. This has enabled
IEA to plan several activities for 1991 including
New Age programmes, as seen below:

Environmental affairs in the park:
special events each month

22 April: Earth and Children day
celebration

Waste control campaign

Energy saving campai2n

Workshop on alternative food,
health, bodily exercise, massage and
self massage (how to take care of
yourself and others)

Dance sessions

^
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Theatre, games and plays

Music sessions

Creative art sessions

Video sessions

Exchange market

lEA activities for the next five years

lEA has planned the following activities for the
next five years:

development of training courses on
forest anthropology and sustainable
natural resources utilisation

editorial documentation project:
development of an information net-
work system and the production of
periodic publications such as 'The
Forest Journal"

dissemination and co-ordination of
information about the Amazon forest
and its inhabitants, including sus-
tainable and alternative natural
resources utilisation

research on primary and secondary
information survey of the Amazon
forest resources and alternative
economic utilisation.

C. Health and happiness project -
A community experience in the

Amazon Region

The Amazon is an invaluable heritage of
mankind, with most of its area lying in Brazil.
It is one of the last frontiers still undergoing
active settlement.

Uncontrolled destruction and occupation are
placing the region in a serious situation that
calls for immediate action, not just because of
environmental degradation at alarming rates,
but for the people living there.

There is a lot of talk about protecting the
Amazon, though little about the "caboclos",
people of mixed Indian and white ancestry,
who actually live there. Currently there is an
immediate need to adopt measures whereby
areas are reserved for forest, native population
and "extracting activities".

The project

The project is located in Santarem in the State
of Para in the middle Amazon. It restarted in
1988 with funds from the National Social
Development Bank - BNDS, the Federal
University of Para - UFPA and the Oswaldo
Cruz Foundation FIOCRUZ. Other financ-
ing institutions (in 1990) were included later
such as UNICEF, Conservation International,
Environment Secretariat of the Presidency -
SEMAM-PR and the National Environment
Fund - FNMA.
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The project is an experimental and inter-dis-
ciplinary community development experience
combining health, environmental education,
art, communications and rural production in
developing areas. It operates in the rural area
of Santarem in 16 communities and 94 river-
bank settlements, with a target population of
25,000 inhabitants.

Objectives of the project

The main objective of the project is to devise
appropriate ecological means for community
development in the area by triggering a process
of comprehensive human and environmental
improvement based on peoples' participation
and the utilisation of human, cultural and
natural resources available at each locality.

The project involves community training and
the development of appropriate technology
whereby institutional action endeavours to en-
sure a 'Loll range of technical support so as to
offer encouraaement and train people to take

an active determinant role in their own
development.

Its headquarters are in Santarem and it has an
interdisciplinary team consistine of doctors.
nurses. agronomists, a veterinary surgeon.
educators, artists and. others. The 32-member
staff - technicians and assistants- arc divided

into seven sections(' as follows:

Comm u nities attended
by the project

Health

Education

Art

Communication

Information and research

Rural production development

Administration

Education

The above-mentioned team makes regular
visits to each location on an average of once a
month for three or four days. The different
sections travel either in groups or separately,
depending on the specific programmes to be

developed.

The staff present themselves in the form of a
circus called "Mocorongo" Health and Happi-

ness Circus ("Mocorongo" meaning a native of
Santarem). The performances take place at
night in community centres, attracting crowds

eager to participate. The "Circus" reflects
everyday activities through educational skills,

dancing. music and folklore, including the dis-

cussion of cornmun4 problems. Every one be-

comes an artist (e.g. children, parents. farmers
and others).
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In general artistic activities and the circus have
been the key expressions for the entire project
and are the key tools for education, participa-
tion and human interaction.

During the visits extensive educational ac-
tivities are developed, with an attempt to in-
volve as many people as possible from all areas
and age groups. The days are therefore very
busy and a large portion of the population is
,nobilised.

The project is implemented in six stages,
gradually extending its scope, depending on
the main concerns and tasks that arise. At each
stage, there are training and education ac-
tivities for each respective programme and
scheduled period.

Education and culture section

Environmental education is the master guide-
line behind the whole process. It seeks to in-
crease self-awareness and environmental
consciousness among the people. while provid-
ing them with the tools to interact with nature
and improve it.

There are four basic objectives. namely to:

expand the level of formal and univer-
sal knowledge among the people

awaken the learning process within
each individual

revive local culture and identity

create environmental consciousness
among residents of all ages.

The project is also responsible for providing
pedagogical support for every educational
process involving schools, making them centres
for generating knowledge, participatory re-
search and cultural rebirth.

Child health and happiness

This task is carried out by students and teachers
designed to train youngsters between the ages
of seven and 14, encouraging and preparing
them to work within their families and to take
care of their younger siblings, imparting no-
tions of health, hygiene, ecology, farming, art
and theatre.

Formal education

The formal education section encourages and
diversifies study groups so that they will fill the
role of "educational and cultural agents", who
can explain the project to the community as a
whole. They will deal with environmental mat-
ters and community sanitation subjects. The
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methodology is adapted from the first to the
fifth grades of primary school.

Environmental health

Training of health monitors enables par-
ticipants to learn practical and theoretical skills
in the treatment of common illness, first aid and
healing methods, as well as in recognising signs
of danger and facilitating treatment during the
early stages.

In the hygiene and sanitation programme the
group works at the level of personal and family
hygiene, with absolute emphasis on the treat-
ment of drinking water (through chlorination)
and building and improving toilet facilities.

Other activities

Other activities developed by the project are
seminars on the following topics:

Amazon studies: study of the environ-
ment and ecology

Development of the Amazon: present
and future perspectives

Living together and art activities

Local culture and the environment

Activities developed in 1990

Some relevant activities developed in 1990
regarding environmental education and train-
ing are listed below:

section trips visits days in the field population

health

education
and art

56

26

81

70

248

145

5.077

8.666

Health programme

Education and health activities arc conducted
with the population in general (talks, theatre
and other activities).

Subjects include health and ecoloay, life dis-
ease cycles, water and hygiene alert (water,
waste and sanitation ) and local diseases.

The project has increased individual and col-
lective responses to matters of health throutth
training health workers and establishing ac-
tions based on priorities: health education,
hygiene and sanitation, nutrition, inteuated
health for women and children, epidemiology
control, dental hygiene, simplified treatment of
health problems and monitorino of health in-
dicators (participatory diagnosis ).

Education and arts programme

Environmental education training activities in-
clude:

number of teachers trained: 44

environmental education events: 6

local teachers meeting: 56 par-
ticipants

waste collection circus: 8 schools, 320
children

talks about the Amazonian ecosys-
tems: 280 participants

environmental education workshops:
670 participants
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D. Society for the Preservation of
Natural and Cultural Resources of

the Amazon Region - SOPREM

SOPREM was created in 1968 in order to
protect and conserve Amazonian fauna and
flora as well as to develop environmental
education schemes for community participa-
tion.

SOPREM

In 1972 the society began developing a rural
environmental/cultural programme with the
Federal University of Pará UFPA in order to
train students during a period of ten years in
the field. The programme included the execu-
tion of several environmental education cour-
ses for the local population.

It developed annual meetings with local people
from the "Tapajós" River on environmental
education action supported by school teachers
and university students.

SOPREM has also been involved with the
Catholic mission in the region to disseminate
environmental education information regard-
ing the "community forest" (which are con-
sidered preservation units ), to fix the local
population in these areas in order to avoid rural
migration and consequently environmental
degradation due to deforestation.

It has worked with the Brazilian Movement for
Teaching to Read and Write - MOBRAL to
expose certain communities to seyeral environ-
mental activities such as tree planting.. develop-

ment of vegetable gardens, development of
handicrafts and other cultural activities.

Finally, SOPREM has supported the inclusion
of environmental events in primary and secon-
dary school curricula such as the Conservation
Week for Endangered Fauna (e.g. the Amazon
dolphin and tortoise day). The event is

celebrated by a community party once a year,
in order for the population to link conservation
with celebration.

E. Environmental Association of
Araruama Lagoon Region -

AMARLA

The Araruarna Lagoon region is located in the
northern part of Rio de Janeiro. The region
boasts a beautiful beach resort which has very
intense tourist activity all year long, with a peak
flow of tourists in the summer months. In the
past 20 years tourism has gradually generated
environmental problems such as disorganised
urban expansion, deforestation, pollution of
lagoons and beaches, degradation of the sand
dunes system and generation of tons of domes-
tic wastes.

For this reason ANIARLA was created in 1978
to develop environmental activities. It has been
working with only six people who use use their
own houses, cars and other personal infrastruc-
tures to carry out the organisation's objectives,
namely to:

stimulate thc creation of parks and
ecological reserves

develop studies and reseuch on en-
vironmental conservation

disseminate environmental conserva-
tion information

help educate and inform local
children and youth through school ac-
tivities

preserve the local fauna and flora.
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The environmental education activities are
oriented towards highlighting local ecological
problems and the preservation of historic
patrimony7 and cultural heritage.

The basic environmental education events
AMARLA has developed since its creation
have been:

organisation of underwater waste
clean-up in the "Itjurti" canal

conferences given about AMARLAs
environmental activities

talks and an ecological film presenta-
tion in all municipal schools

a tree planting campaign in which
2,000 trees were planted

ecological classes given in the Cabo
Frio Oceanographic Project

development of environmental
education brochures

waste collection in the "restinga" sand

bank area

development of educational videos on
the main environmental problems of
the reaion.
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F. Brazilian Institute for
Environmental Studies -

Pró-NATURA

Pró-NATURA is an organisation oriented
towards the introduction and administration of
conservation areas for private and governmen-
tal organisations.

It was created in 1986 and has a working multi-
disciplinary group of 15 full-time members at
their headquarters, located in the city of Rio de

Janeiro.

The institute has developed a planning strategy
to orient action for better results in nature
conservation and environmental awareness
amongst the general public. It has been
developing the following activities over the

past five years:

selection of significant areas for con-
servation

project development for conservation
areas

development of a convention with the
Brazilian Institute for Natural
Resources and the Environemnt -

IBAMA

setting, up basic infrastructure in the
conservation areas

monitoring thc conservation areas

maintenan.:e of the conservation
areas



working with the community near the
conservation areas and providing
them with environmental education

The environmental education activities are
mainly talks given for the local population and
the distribution of folders/brochures in
schools.

The conservation areas where Pró-NATURA
is responsible for administration and develop-
ing environmental education schemes are:

National Marine Park of Abrolhos Is-
land in Bahia State

State Park of "Ilha Grande" (Great
Island) in Rio de Janeiro

"Ilha Grande Biologic Reserve

Private park of Juréia in the Amazon
region

"Serra do Cipc5" (Cipci mountain
range) in Minas Gerais State

Desengano Park in Rio de Janeiro
State

Conservation of the Atlantic Forest:
the project is being set up and involves
several states

Laurado do Maurai in Roraima State

G. Cultural and Radio Dissemination
Foundation - TV Buzios

Buzios television station was created in 1988
with the objective of being the first ecological
and social television station in Brazil. It is a very
small station which currently repeats some
programmes from the governmental educative
television network - TVE and the privately
owned Rede Globo and SBT Televisions. But
TV Buzios has its own independent program-
mes which occupy most of the "on-air" time.

The master philosophy of the station is to he
simple and to adapt all programmes to the local
and regional situation of a developing country.

It has developed several ecological, scientific,
educational and musical programmes in which
people such as technicians from the govern-
ment. local people ( e.g. fisherman ). including

artists, are invited to perform or to debate
subjects ran:;ing from environmental problems
to ncw age music.

It is also considered a democratic television
station because both thc local community and
some environmental organisations from Rio de
Janeiro, such as the Environment Engineering



State Foundation FEEMA and the Institute
for Forestry - IEF participate freely in the
ecological programmes it develops.

The station is financially supported by ecologi-

cally-oriented commercials developed for local

enterprises.

Why ecological television?

The town of Buzios is located in a very well-

known tourist area in the northern part of Rio

de Janeiro. It became very famous when the
French actress Brigitte Bardot lived there for
some time in the 1960's. It is a very small fishing

town but frequented by magnates, artists, and

national and international tourists.

The Brazilian coastal zone has one of the most
fragile ecosystems in the country, and has been
degraded intensively by deforestation, disor-
ganised urban expansion, the negative impact

of tourism, water pollution due to domestic

sewers, soil erosion and other destructive fac-

tors.

Buzios has some of the most beautiful marine

scenery and beaches in Brazil. But the town
and its neighbouring municipalities are in the
process of being severely degraded by the
above-mentioned factors. The station was
therefore strategically located in Buzios for
three basic reasons. The first, to be a dynamic

instrument for the solution of existing environ-
mental problems, to use the fame of Buzios as

a natural attracting pole and last but not least,
because thc ECO-92 (June 1982 ) will be
developed in Rio dc Janeiro. just 150 km away

from thc town.

Em.ironnwntal education programmes

Almost all proarammes developed by the
television, including commercials. are oriented
towards the solutions to and awareness of local

environmental problems. For instance one of

thc main problems in the region is lack of
sewaQe treatment systems. therefore almost all

the sewage, produced mainly by households.

hotels and restaurants. is discharued into water

sources (e.g. the sea, lagoons and canals). For
this specific problem the station has developed

a commercial that explains how to develop an
anaerobic (bacterial digestion process without
using free oxygen) inexpensive sewage process
in order to avoid water pollution.

Television progranunes

Some of the programmes developed by the
television on ecological and environmental
aspects are:

"Ecologiando"

The programme interviews people, shows im-

ages of environmental protection and destruc-
tion and opens perspectives for alternative
solutions regarding environmental and com-
munity problems in the region. The
programme has presented the following topics:

the Earth Day and the protection of
the white dunes in Arraial do Cabo

protection of "Gerible lagoon

creation of the environmental protec-
tion area - APA of Sant'ana ar-
chipelago

waste recycling plant from Arraial do
Cabo

the life of Sao Joao River

pollution problems at "Praia do

Canto" beach

the mangrove life

ecological walk to "ponta da Sapata"
point

Vicente the ecological canoe traveller

The programme has also interviewed various
people about ecological topics such as the

president of the German Gree:i Party. the
Governor of Rio de Janeiro, thc Deputy of the

Brazilian Green Party - Peld, Stiu,
physicians, artists. local fisherman and others.
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It's Easy!

This programme presents simple musical clips
of 60 seconds each in order to teach people
about household affairs, including ecological
activities such as planting a seed, fixing a water
pipe, fixing electric cables, first aid and others.

Nature conditions

Presents the climatic conditions in the region
with meteorological data.

Live programme

This programme offers live interviews with
people concerning all possible topics (e.g. art,
police, politics, music, religion and others) and
ecology.

Results since the establishment of the television

It is possible to affirm that after three years of
work and several difficulties due to a pioneer-
ing initiative, the television has had some inter-
esting practical results. One of the main points
is that the audience has grown considerably
since the creation of the station because it has
attracted the attention of the regional popula-
tion. The second is because it mainly deals with
(and often helps in the process of solving) im-
portant social and environmental problems in
the region. The third reason is related to the
growing popularity of the station in the region.
It currently reaches seven municipalities:
Buzios, Cabo Frio. Arraial do Cabo, Sao Pedro
d'Aldcia, Araruama. Rio this Ostras and Barra
de Sao Joao, which have a high increase in
population per annum.

Thc resident population of the above
municipalities is around 373 thousand in-
habitants. Duriruz winter vacations the popula-
tion arows up to 620 thousand inhabitants and
during, thc summer vacation it reaches 2.5 mil-
lion inhabitants. The potential television spec-
tators are 255 thousand inhabitants and the
number of commercial establi:;hments in the
area is around 3,5 thousand.

The development of ecological programmes
has helped stimulate the creation of several
environmental NGOs in the municipality of
Buzios, including some community associa-
tions willing to work on social and ecological
questions in the region.

The station has also been opened to inde-
pendent programmes both for institutions and
private enterprise.

En?iironmental state and federal organisations
such as FEEMA. Secretariat for Rivers and
Lakes - SERLA, Municipal Environment
Council - CODEMA including the regional
Brasilian Institute for Natural Resources and
Environment - IBAMA, have free access to
give educational information on environmen-
tal matters and use the television to control and
denounce environmental problems.

The television has turned out to be a reference
point for the regional community where
denunciations, discussions, announcements
and other activities are developed. This is
mainly because the local community knows
that the television will do something for them
in terms of solving their problems after they
have lost their expectations with the local Town
Halls and sometimes with the State govern-
ments.

A typical example has been the case of a
restaurant that was polluting a small bay with
sewage. The local fishermen used the
television to denounce the irregularity and the
restaurant, to avoid losing its clients, halted the
polluting activity.

The television has also shown several illegal
construction activities in thc area. After several
denunciations on television, before construct-
ing new homes developers now request infor-
mation themselves about the legal procedures
to be followed in developing new buildings in
order to avoid environmental problems.

The television station has recently developed a
campaign to remove all outdoor commercials
that carried a risk of traffic accidents and neaa-
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dye visual impact in recreational areas such as
beaches, dunes and other touristic areas.

The programme simply consisted in distribut-
ing posters in several towns and villages of the
"sertao region" , in order to minimise defores-
tation and fires by the population.

Religiously linked environmental
education project

The desertification process in the "sertao"8' ,

partly located in the State of Pernambuco, is

very intense. This is due not only to the climate
but also to human activities such as deforesta-
tion and fires in the region.

The environmental education campaign to
protect the "caatinga" was created by the late
Professor Vasconcelos Sobrinho (the pioneer
in desertification studies in Brazil).

The great idea of the campaign was to join
ecological action with the religous beliefs of
the population, therefore the posters were
printed with the figure of a very well known and
respected priest "Padre Cicero"(known by lo-

cals to have performed several miracles in the
region). The poster contained his ecological
sayings for the "caatinga", such as "do not chop
trees", "do not hunt", "do not set fire to the
Bush", "plant a tree every day" and others. The
idea of the campaign is illustrated below:

ENYIRONNENTAL SAYINGS
OF

PADRE CICERO

Distribution of Posters

Presentation of
the environment

The campaizn was successful for two simple

reasons. The first, because part of the degrada-
tion stopped, mainly around the ecological sta-
tion of "Tapacurit". from where it was launched
and second because the prouramme was inex-

pensive.It was financed by a local supermarket
and supported by the Federal Rural University

of Pernarn ruco UFRP.

I. Alternex computer communica-
tion network

Environmentalists in Brazil are now able to
communicate environmental information
world-wide. A computer system was set up by
the Brazilian Institute for Social and Economic
Analysis - IBASE. in Rio de Janeiro.
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The system is called ALTERNEX and is part
of an international network co-ordinated by
the Association of Progressive Communica-
tion - APC, located in the US.

The system enables people to communicate
world-wide with their personal computers. For

Training
Man Power

Environrnen
Ds.ta

The programme is financed by the United Na-
tions Development Organisation - UNDP and
has 400 users in Latin America. 300 from
Brazil. All users have free courses on how to
utilise thc system which contains environmen-
tal subjects ranging from four thousand
forestry topics to homeopathic medicine.

NGOs such as the S.O.S. Niata Atlantica group
and the syndicate leaders from Parami State
have been usina the sYtem to exchange infor-
mation reaarding ECO-92.

instance information on deforestation in In-
donesia can be transmitted to an NGO in Sao
Paulo, or alternative sewage system control
from The Netherlands can be utilised in

Nigeria.

ALTERNEX NETWORK

J. Agricultural colony prison of
Mariante Municipality

Thc prison is located in the State of Rio
Grande do Sul and has been not only develop-
ing agricultural and aqua-cultural activities but
also has recently set up a training scheme for
the prisoners to produce tree seedlings.

Seventy-eight prisoners arc producing and
taking care of native species for a state refores-
tation project. In 1990 around 500 thousand
trees were produced hy the colony and sold to
the State Agriculture Secretariat.



K. Conclusions

There are more than 800 NGOs in Brazil, most
of them are small groups acting locally but
working on global community and environ-
mental issues. The number is growing, stimu-
lated by the international scientific community
and public opinion as well as awareness of
environmental issues world-wide and local en-
vironmental problems.

NGOs arc very important examples of non-
conventional approaches in solving environ-
mental problems and preventing new ones.
Most of the NGOs contacted demonstrated
innovative, original and inexpensive ways of
developing environmental education and
training activities.

One of the very positive points of the action
developed by thc NGOs, in relation to govern-
ment initiatives, is that the former have been
developing environmental activities directly
with the public, indeed, they often form part of
the public. Government initiatives have had
less success due to a worn out image of not
carrying on projects or simply abandoning
them.

Some NGOs are sponsored by international
foundations or by well structured NGOs and
others have financial support from the govern-
ment. But most of them work with their own
money, good will and effort..

Thc health and happiness project is a very
interesting example of how environmental
education and health care can he provided to
the local population in the Amazon region in

order to enhance their quality of life. The idea
of developing their activities as a circus has
been successful and well accepted by 16 com-
munities and 94 river bank settlements, cor-
responding to around 25,000 inhabitants.

The Chico Mendes memorial and IEA have
also been de .,eloping several environmental
education and training activities which. For the
next five years IEA is planning to increase the
number of training courses and environmental
education activities. The memorial is planning
to go beyond (external) environmental educa-
tion activities by also creating a space for the
inncr body environment. These activities are
being developed under the new age perspec-
tive in which workshops on personal body care
and natural prevention and healing techniques
are organised for the general public.

One of the most outstanding examples has
been the religiously linked environmental
education campaign supported by UFRP and
financed by a local supermarket in 1983.

A very innovative and alternative proposal for
environmental education has been the estab-
lishment of the first ecological television in
Brasil - TV Buzios. The programmes
developed by the television arc all community
and environmentally orientated, and reach a
potential public of 255 thousand spectators.

Two new stations are also almost operational:
Thc ECO-TV in Paratv8, State of Rio de
Janeiro and GAIA-TV in Guarapari, State of
Espirito Santo. Future plans arc to implement
106 of these television stations around the
country.



VIII. Final conclusions

Although Brazil has several interesting en-
vironmental training and education case
studies and growing experience in this field,
there is still a great lack of trained people
capable of efficiently managing and controlling
environmental resources.

Environmental education also plays a very im-
portant role in this process because the great
majority of the population still have very little
awareness and lack of common sense in
preserving the environemt. What has been ob-
served lately arc some fashionable environ-
mental events such as shows in large cites with
known artists or people wearing T-shirts with
environmental messages or even ecological
events on a Sunday beach. It has to do more
with "environmental fun" rather than " real
effort to solve environmental problems". This
has been mainly stimulated by the Conference
on the Environment and Devlopment ECO
92 held in June 1992.

In general terms thc environmental conserva-
tion idea amongst the population is growing
little by little in the country and comparatively
is far better than a decade no.

Going back a little in time, the Brazilian
colonial past contributed to the initial kick in
environmental destruction through the ex-
ploitation of high grade timber and defor .sta-
tion for aaricultural development.

Later in the 1950's. industrial activities that
reached the country sought purely productive
and economic growth and till the late 1980's
industrial development was a "must" based on
the economic and technological style adopted
by thc developed countries. Mega-projects
developed in Brazil such as the Itaipu dam, the
Trans-amazonian motorway and the Carajas
project. These represented the best method
decision makers from t he government found in

making Brazil a fast pre-developed nation, but
this development process was certainly the
worst solution for the Brazilian environment.

The adoption of this style led to increased ine-
qualities between regions and social groups
and also harmful effects on human health.

The Brazilian development style has not
changed much but it has been restrained by
sophisticated environmental regulations which
began with the new Constitution and con-
tinued with the National Environment Policy
including State legislation and specific
municipal laws.

Low no. 6,938 created the National Environ-
mental System - SISNAMA which theoretical-
ly links all state and municipal environmental
organisations of the federation and is respon-
sible for implementing the National Environ-
mental Policy.

The system works relatively well in the rich
states such as Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Minas
Gerais, Paraná, Santa Catarina and Rio
Grande do Sul, but in thc !ess developed ones
located in thc Northern and North eastern part
of the country the system fails. This fact can be
observed not only by the number of environ-
mental problems but the delay in solving them.
Regional disparities are also a limiting factor
for dissemination of information, therefore en-
vironmental training and education is very
limited in these areas which means not all states
have the same opportunity for improving
human resources. For instance. while Sao
Paulo. the most productive state in the country
trained and provided environmental education
information for more than 54,0(X) people in
1990, the less developed states did practically
nothing in the same year.
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In general terms the environmental world wave
reached Brazil firmly in the 1980's, although
before that the government had already
developed action to control and minimise en-
vironmental damage.

The government began implementing new
structures and organisation to deal with the
demand for work and responsibilities for en-
vironmental administration, management and
protection due to existing laws and environ-
mental problems.

The wave also stimulated the creation of
several non-governmental organisations -

NGOs - mainly in large towns and cities to work
with alternative solutions to environmental
problems.

The Brazilian government has been increasing
investments in environmental education and
training mainly in teaching institutions such as
universities. There has been a gradual intro-
duction of new environmental programmes
mainly at the post-graduate level in order to
form an "elite" of very specialised people to
work in environmental administration and
management. But the country lacks under-
graduate courses (such as environmental plan-
ning, environmental impact assessment - EIA,
landscape planning. environmental ad-

ministration and environmental control), to
train less specialised people to work with the

country's environmental problems.

A positive point for certain under-graduate
courses such as geography. biology, agronomy,

social studies. architecture and urban studies
has been the incorporation of environmental
subjects into their "curricula". For instance thc
engineering area. which in the past had nothing
to do with ecological and environmental af-
fairs, now includes such subjects. and generates
a multi-disciplinary vision of the environment.

The environmental business market in Brazil
has also grown considerably in the last decade

with large engineering enterprises creating
special divisions to provide environmental ser-
vices. There has also been a "bloomin" of
many smali f;rms deaiinc 'flaic.ally with en-

vironmental impact assessment - EIA - due
mainly to a Federal Resolution from the Na-
tional Environmental Council - CONAMA in
January 1986, establishing EIA as obligatory
for development projects in the country.

The resolution actually worked like a birthday
cake at a children's party: everyone wanted to
have a piece of the rich market. Firms from the
Amazon region all the way to the south were
preparing environmental "package" studies ac-
cording to the guidelines of the Resolution.

As a result the market generated many oppor-
tunities for private initiatives and consequently
grew tremendously but with very low quality
because of lack of trained people in the field.
The situation created on one side was firms
producing low quality reports and on the other,
the government having no trained people to
analyse the reports.

Alerted to this fact state organisations such as
CETESB from Sao Paulo - and FEEMA from
Rio de Janeiro and even IBAMA at the federal
level began organising and structuring events
not only to train technicians to analyse the
documents produced by private firms but also
the people linked to the firms that were
producing the reports. The level of the studies
became slightly better in the above mentioned
states but the rest of the country still lacked
(and lacks) knowledge in this field.

Many national training courses were organised
by some universities including the above-men-
tioned organisations in order to fulfil the exist-
ing gap of trained people in the country, but
again lack of funds permitted limited events
only which informed participants rather than
trained them to work on practical procedures.

Vocational training in Brazil plays a very impor-
tant role in the teaching process. It is mainly
restricted to SENAI and some courses or-
ganised by CETESB and FEEMA. The former
have four schools which provide highly

qualified training to train medium level tech-
nicians mainly on effluent control of tannin.
chemical and textile industries including watcr
sanitation schemes.
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SENAI has concentrated basically on effluent
treatment but has left aside several other
demanding areas such as forestry, soil manage-
ment and air quality control. These areas have
been partially covered by courses developed by
CETESB and FEEMA which arc developed
mainly for professionals working in Sao Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro. But again the less
developed states arc left in general terms with
no regular training activity except for special
cases when specific training is contracted by

governmental organisations.

SENAI's effort on effluent control training is
mainly a priority established by the Brazilian
Industry Confederation which in turn is an
adaptation to water quality regulations en-
forced by the government.

Environmental training has also been a con-
cern of national and international financing
agencies such as FINER CNPq, RHAE, in-
cluding UNDP, the World Bank and the Inter
American Development Bank. These or-
ganisations have been directly or indirectly
sponsoring environmental training events in
the country.

In the past, loans provided to the Brazilian
government by international banks have been
severely critised by the scientific community,
NG0s, environmentalists and thc public in
general as having financed environmental
destruction. In other words, the agencies and
the government did not take environmental
guidelines seriously into consideration for
development projects which opened the doors
to environmental damage such as in the cases
of Tucuruf dam and the Polonoroest project in
the Amazon region.

Financial support is now provided only on the
condition that environmental programmes are
carried out throw,h the whole cycle of the
project which in many cases means environ-
mental education and training activities have
been to he implemented.

Another interesting point to highlight is the
persistence of the "syndrome of ecology" which
continues to circulate around the high decision

levels of the government. There is still a

misunderstanding of what exactly the environ-
ment is and how it should be defined. The term
environment has been substituted for the term
ecology largely used in the past decades to
define situations such as bird preservation, tree
planting, air pollution or public manifestation
against environmental hazards. With the en-
vironmental wave the term "ecology" was
dropped and substituted for "environment"
which for many decision makcrs may still mean
the same thing.

This fact has been observed through govern-
ment documents, written articles, talks and in-
formal conversations. And if the term is not
completely understood how can the whole en-
vironmental process be launched well enough
in order to create an efficient feed-back?

As an example, two main sponsoring agencies
in the country CNPq and CAPES are still utilis-
ing the term "ecology" as a sub-division for
post-graduate studies relating to the environ-
ment. It is the same as fitting an elephant inside
a Volkswagen "beetle".

Government enterprises such as

ELETROBRAS, PETROBRAS, EMBRAPA
FURNAS and EMATER have been showing
more and more interest in incorporating en-
vironmental considerations in their develop-
ment projects or routine activities. More
training activities have been executed and not
only has the internal staff has been trained but
also people from other governmental organisa-
tions.

These enterprises have in some way or the
other incorporated into their administration
process the management philosophy which ex-

ists in international corporations and multina-
tional companies, therefore they have tended
to be self-sufficient in their decisions and plans.
This has brought a certain isolation and their
environmental initiatives often did not reflect
thc government's environmental action and
decisions.

Some specific environmental courses deve-
loped for instance by ELETROBRAS and
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PETROBRAS have covered a wide range of
environmental subjects through theoretical
and field classes, hut they have practically in-
volved no governmental agency in the or-
Qanisation and execution of these events,
which means developing their own procedures
and perspectives. This might be positive on one
side because they are ultimately creating know-
how and deveioping new technological proce-
dures, but at the same time they are creating
opportunity for running into conflicts with
governmental policies, plans and projects.

Last but not least are the alternative initiatives
by private groups and NGOs. The term alter-
native means not very much engaged with the
main stream which in turn represents the whole
economic system that the developed world es-
tablished and the third world struggles with.

NGOs are of the opinion that the main stream
is being affected by several hydroelectric power
plants and that new environmentally sound
solutions must be found instead.

Most NGOs normally work on thcir own with
no help from the government which means
having very low funds to develop their projects.
They have found practical and simple ways to
solve local problems normally involving groups
of people or whole communities. Their solu-
tions work well most of the time hecause they
arc very well adapted to the social, economic.
cultural, religious and ecolozical realities of the
community and the arca they are working in.
This has been very positive in projects such as
the Health and Happiness project and

SOPREM in the Amazon region, Buzios
Television in Rio de Janeiro and the Chico
Mendes Memorial and the Institute for

Amazonian Studies lEA in Parana.

NGO's have been working with low budgets
but with good will which makes a difference
because the work is spontaneous, creative and
most important not too engaged with higher
hierarchy. Some cases such as the Health and
Happiness project have been partially financed
by the government. This has been mainly be-
cause on the one hand, they were dealing with
human health, one of the government's
priorities in the social area and on the other
hand, the idea besides being very original
worked so well that the government could not
say no.

The government may wish to say no to NGO
initiatives because alternative paths in solving
environmental problems such as providing en-
vironmental education and training havc
reflected its own failure in solving the same
problems. In other words the NGOs have
sometimes found more feasible solutions to
local problems where the government has
burned out its image through conventional ap-
proaches.

But sometimes the government itself has seen
some light by developing interesting alterna-
tive projects such as the ecological buses in
Paraml and the Federal District of Brasilia, the
alternative medicine garden by a primary
school in Brasilia, the religiously linked en-
vironmental education project in Pernambuco,
the reforestation project of river banks by
school children in Parand, the waste recycling
plant in Arraial do Cabo and stopping the cir-
culation of cars for one day in the of Sao
Paulo.

This clearly shows the government's potential
in generatinz and seekin2, new ideas and seek-
ing new paths for sustainable development in
thc country.



NOTES

The new Brazilian Constitution from 1988 considers that environemta education "should
be promoted at all levels of education and public awareness in order to preserve the
envionment" (article 225, paragraph VI).

Courses from the Pollution Control Programme-PROCOP: The basic objectives of the
programme are to finance pollution control projects as well as to preserve and improve
environmental conditions for all Sao Paulo State. The project financing source is the
Development Bank of Sao Paulo-BADESP.

3 The su'Jjects concerned are natural resource management, environmental impact assess-
ment-EIA, ecosystem ecology, eco-toxicology and environmental information.

4 The Brazilian Power Sector has 19 electric companies responsible for certain States or
Regions. These companies are the following: FURNAS, ELETRONORTE,
ELETROSUL, CHESF, CEMIG, COPEL, CEEE, ITAIPU, LIGHT, CEAM, CELPA,
CEMAT, CERJ, COEBA, CPEL, ELETROPAULO and ENRSUL.

5 EMATER has a central headquarters, 19 regional offices and 500 local offices in the State
of Minas Gerais.

6 For the present survey, only the sections education and health were taken into account in
this report because they have a important role in environmental education and training
activities.

7 The region was one of the first in Brazil to be colonised by the Portugues in 1600.

8 Where the caatinga vegetation, composed of cactus species, spine bushes, small trees with
semi-arid climate is predominant.

9 Paraty was declared by UNESCO as historic and cultural patrimony of humanity

1
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Annex I (a)

Past IBAMA Courses

Some training events developed by IBAMA (and the former SEMA) in the past have been the following:

6th Course on Environment Managment and Planning for Latin Americ and the Caribbean. The

course was designed for 35 participants from Latin America and the Caribbean region. The duration

of the course was 450 hours/class

4th National Seminar on University and the Environment. The seminar was organised to discuss the

major role of Brazilian universities regarding environmental training and education activities.

Training Course on Environmental Control. This course was designed for 35 participants from the

environmental control and fiscalisation divisions of IBAMA.

Annex I (b)

Future IBAMA Courses

There arc eight proizrammed courses with a duration of 120 hours/class each, as seen below:

Environmental Impact Study

one national course

two courses in the Amazon region

two courses for the Pantanal region

two courses for the sea mountain range region

Licensing, control and taxation

(same system as above)

Conservation units management

(same system as above)

Environmental zoning

development of four courses

Public participation in environmental management

one course



Environmental management

one course

Environmental issues for development and planning

one course

Environmental priority in the development sector

one course

Seminars

There are three programmed seminars with a duration of 16 hours/class each, as seen below:

Public participation in environment management

Environmental management

Legal instruments for public participation in environmental protection

Target groups

These courses are designed for the following target groups:

Directors and technical staff from IBAMA including State and municipal organisations

State and municipal governments, with special priority for the Amazon, Pentane! and Sea Mountain
Range regions

Directors and technical staff from IBAMA and municipal organisations from the above-mentioned
regions

Directors and technical staff from the economic, public and private sectors

Representatives from social and community associations

Environmental commissions from the court.
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Annex H

Training courses for 1991

The following courses and practical training activities-TPES arc programmed for 1991

Water Sector

General courses

Bacteriological analysis of water
level (of participants): university and medium (technician)

Water analysis for biocides residues
level: unviersity and medium

Collection and preservation of water samples
level: medium

Aquatic biological organisms
level: university

Methods for evaluating toxic pollutants in aquatic organisms*
level:university

Methods of concentration. Isolation and identification of salmonella in environmental samples
level: university and medium

Industrial water treatment system operation and control
level: medium

Bacteriological water analysis techniques: multiple tubes
level: university and medium

Investigation techniques on fish contamination
level: university and medium

Swimming pool water treatment
level: medium

Water Supply

Basic action to protect. clean and disinfect water reservoirs
level: (Operational) university and medium

Underground water control and pollution prevention*
level: university

Quality control of the main chemicals used for water potability
level:medium

Microbiological examination of water: simplified process
level: university and medium

..........
Refers to courses from the Pollution Control Programme - PROCOP: The basic objectives of the proaramme

arc to finance pollution control projects as well as to preserve and improve environmental conditions ror all of

Sao Paulo State. The source of funds for the project is the Development Bank of Sao Paulo-BADESP.



Interpretation of the results of hydro-biological, physical, chemical and bacteriological analysis of
a drinking water supply system
level: unviersity and medium

Laboratory technician for water treatment station
level: medium

Control and operation of a water sup; treatment station
level: medium

Control ar tion of a water supply treatment system
level: me,

Technical bacteriological analysis of water: Filter system
level: university and medium

Disinfection techniques for water supply
level: medium

Residue Water

Activated sludge and air lagoons: operation and control
level: university and medium

Micro-biology and anaerobic digestion
level: university

Micro-biology and activated sludges
level: unversity

operation of an anaerobic effluent treatment system
level: medium

Project, construction and maintenance of sewer systems
level: university

Residue water treatment for the leather and meat industry*
level: university

Residue water treatment for the pulp and paper industry*
level: university

Residue water treatment for the metal industry*
level: university and medium

Residue water treatment for the milk industry*
level: university and medium

Residue waste water treatment for the te:dile industry*
level: university and medium

Industrial sewer effluent treatment with anaerobic digestion of up-going flow*
level: university

Air and Noise Sector

Chimney sampling of statistics sources*
level: university and medium

Evaluation and control of noise and industrial vibration
level: university and medium

Adjustment and maintenance of chimney sampling equipment*
level: university and medium



Control technology for organic and inorganic vapour emission*
level: university

Industrial ventilation*
level: university

Soils and solid wastes sector

Industrial dumping: criteria for project implantation and operation*
level: university

Domestic solid wastes: treatment and final disposal
level: university and medium

Industrial solid wastes treatment: landfarming system*
level: university

Bio-degradation of liquid effluents from industrial solid wastes and soil pesticides*
level: university

Special courses

Environmental accidents: prevention and control
level: university and medium

Evaluation of environmental impact studies-E1S and environmental impact statements in the State

of Sao Paulo
level: university

Experiment in control of environmental toxic components*
level: university

Environmental control in mining activities*
level: university and medium

Environmental conflict management: methods and techniques
level: university

Introduction to sustainable development: concepts and strategies
level: university

Economic instruments for pollution control*
level: university

Economic micro-biology*
level: university and medium

Environmental planning of coastal regions
level: university and medium

Principles of ecolog . and environmental pollution aspects
level: university

Urban process ano the environment
level: university

Environmental radioactivity: causes and effects
level: university

Risk analysis technioues*
level: university



Annex III

FEEMA training efforts in 1990

Courses for medium level participants

Bacteriological analysis of water
To train people to work in bacteriological laboratory analysis of domestic water containers. The
duration of the course is 35 hours/class for 12 participants.

Swimming pool operator
To train people to clean and maintain private and public swimming pools also focusing on health
aspects of swimming pool users. This course is in the greatest demand each year. The duration of
!he course is 12 hours/class for 30 participants.

installation of household sewer treatment systems
To train people in the construction of alternative sewer systems for small homes. The duration of
the course is 12 hours/class for 30 participants.

Disinfection and cleaning of household water tanks
This course was developed to support the Law no. 1.675, which makes it obligatory to clean the
water tanks once a year. The duration of the course is 35 hours for 30 participants.

Gardening
To train people in developing reforestation schemes, development of gardens and small vegetable
gardens. The duration of the course is 20 hours for 30 participants.

Control and Evaluation of Air Pollution
To train people in identifying air pollution effects on human beings, monitoring techniques and air
quality diagnosis. The duration of the course is 40 hours/class for 30 participants.

Control of Rats and Cockroaches in Buildings and Homes
To train people to control these animals in apartment building and homes. The duration of the
course is 24 hours for 30 participants.

Reforestation and Planting Techniques
To train people to work with urban reforestation and planting techniques for water source
protection, natural soil protection, soil erosion protection and protection against the sun. The
duration of the course is 40 hours for 30 participants.

Courses for university level participants

These courses arc developed for participants holding an university degree and in some eases for participants
who already have practical knowledge in the field. The courses offered in 1990 were:

Biological Treatment of Liquid Effluents
To improve technical skills and knowledge of trainees regarding the methods utilised by FEEMA.
The duration of the course is 30 hours/class for 30 participants.

Bio-Experimentation with Aquatic Organisms
Theoretical and practical course to discuss different methodological approaches to perform
toxicity test of aquatic organisms.
The duration of the course is 40 hours/class for 30 participants.

Water Quality Evaluation
The course focussed mainly on monitoring, collection and analysis of water quality. The duration
of the course is 40 hours/class for 30 participants.



Industrial Waste Disposal
The course focussed on the existing technologies for waste management and disposal of solid
and semi-solid industrial wastes. The duration of the course Is 20 hours/class for 30 participants.

Particulate Material Sampling
The course focus on the methods developed by FEEMA to collect and measure particulated matter
from chimneys. The duration of the course Is 30 hours/class for 30 participants.

Air Pollution Control Techniques and Alternative Systems
The course focussed on conventional air pollution control techniques developed by FEEMA. The
duration of the course is 40 hours for 30 participants.

Control and Preservation of Pollution Accidents
The course focussed on prevention, combat and control techniques of emergency pollution
accidents. The duration of the course is 40 hours/class for 30 participants.

Operation of Liquid Effluent Treatment System
The course was designed to train people already working in industrial plants. The duration of the
course is 40 hours class fro 30 participants.

Biological analysis of Water
The course provides information on laboratory analysis and aquatic biology techniques for water
sampling. The duration of the course is 40 hours/class for 30 participants.

Protection of Coastal Ecosystems
The course was designed to train people in conservation plans and coastal management. The
duration of the course is 20 hours/class for 30 participants.

Environmental Impact Assessment-EIA for the Licensing System
The course was designed to train technical staff form several state environment agencies in Brazil.
The duration of the course is 40 hours/class for 30 participants.

Community Participation and Environmental Impact Statement-E1S
The course was designed for the representatives of urban communities including NGO's. It explains
the main steps of the EIA process with emphasis on the procedures and mechanisms of public
involvement. The duration of the course is 15 hours/class for 30 participants.

Introduction to EIA and EIS
The course was designed for professionals interested in developing EIA's and EIS's, with emphasis
on methods and techniques. The duration of the course is 40 hours for 30 participants.

Environmental Planning
The course discusses the methods and techniques to develop environmental planning in Brazil
with emphasis on the State of Rio, The duration of the course is 20 hours/class for 30 participants.

Environmental Education Events

FEEMA has been developing several environmental education events in which a large number of people have
participated ranginz from Town Mayors to local people.

Thc most important events organised by FEEMA arc the following :

Fifth Municipal Conference on the Environment

First Environmental Education Meeting

Seminar on Black Smoke and Human Health

Meeting on the Participation of the State Municipalities in the Environmental Question

First Seminar on FEEMA's Control, Disinfection and Rat Extermination

Techniques for Specialised Firms

First Environmen State Conference
1



Seminar on the Recuperation of the Environmental Quality of Paraiba do Sul River Basin

Regional Meeting on Environmental Education and the Project Environment Agents-AMA


